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THE ATHLETE'S FRIEND IS 

c. 
(World's) (Greatest) 

EMBROCATION. 
No. I is a Spirit. No.2 Is an 011. 

EMBROCATION. 
The active ingredients are like in both Embro

cations, but the base in one case is a Spirit, and in 
the other an Oil. I strongly recommend No. I, 

because it is cleaner and quicker in its action, and 
can be used without much exertion. But there 
are many persons who like a lot of rubbing, par
ticularly those wanting to get off flesh, or starting 
training, hence the two kinds. No Athlete, 
Cyclist, Tourist, Sportsman, or Tommy Atkins 
should ever be without a bottle of W. G. Embroca
tion. A free sample bottle will be sent to any 
address on receipt of stamp to cover postage. 

DIRECTIOX's.-Sprinkle or pour a little of the 
Embrocation on the palm of the hand, and rub 
into the muscles. Or, if wet through, pour (No. I, 

Spirit) in the boots and down the back and chest. 
It will not stain, and is a splendid disinfectant and 
antiseptic. Sold by m()st Chemists and Athletic 
Outfitters, or from the maker, \V. G. George, 
price 1/- and 2/5. The latter is three times larger 
than the 1/- bottle. 
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. Sometimes in the hot \\"eather tile feet 
become inflamed, or swell and ache, or blister 
and feel damp, whilst all shoes seem too tigh t 
and heavy to keep 011. 

W. a. Foot Powder ends all this" All 
you have to do is buy a box, turn the top, 
and sprinkle some of the powder into the 
socks and shoes. Pain and unpleasant per· 
spiring feet vanish, and rest, ease, and 
comfort follow. 

w. a. Foot Powder is harmless, and con
tains a very powerful antiseptic and dis
infectant. A free trial packet will be sent to 
any address on receipt of stamp to cover 
postage. 

Sold by Chemists and Athletic Outfitters, 
or direct from the Proprietor, W. G. GEORGE, 
61 & 62, Chancery Lane, London, E.C. 
Price 6d. and Is. per box, by post, 7d. and 
Is. Id. 
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Before purchasing elsewhere, call at 61 and 62, 
and view the w.a. Perfection Running 
Shoe, as designed and worn by W. G. George 
himself, but now fur the first time prucurable by 
the Public. 

The construction of this shoe is original and 
absolutely unique, the materials used in its manu
facture being only of the very best, whilst every 
pair of shoes sold contain plates, and are made 
especially for the purchaser, the shape of each 
shoe depending on the individual formation of the 
foot and toes, thus guaranteeing perfect fit and 
comfort. 

Finally, the shoe is so peculiarly made and 
accurately adjusted around the ankle, that it rarely 
blisters the foot anywhere, an advantage that 
cannot be claimed by any other shoe ever placed 
on the market, nor can it be overrated by the 
wearer. Instructions sent for self-measurement 
on receipt of postcard. Address

'W'. G. GEORGE, 
61 & 62, CHANCERV LANE, LONDON. 

One price only, lOs. 6d. carriage paid. 
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.to the following :-. 

W. G. GEORGE cordially 
invites all his Athletic 
Friends to call and inspect 
his Specialities in Outfits 
for Athletics, all of which 
will be found of the best 
quality, and many of the 
articles indispensable to the 
ordinary Sportsman. Atten
tion is particularly called 

The W.G. (World's Greatest) Embrocation. 

The W.G. (Perfection) Running Shoe. 

The W.G. Foot Powder. 

The W.G. (Special Athletic) Underwear. 

The W.G. Special Athlete's Outfit. 

lind all Banda~es-in Calico, flannel, 
Indiarubber, Cite. 

Elastic Goods-5tockings, Knee=caps, 
Anklets, Citc Thigh Pieces, Wristlets, Citc. 

Chest Expanders, Chest and Shoulder Braces 
for contracted chests or round shoulders, and 
many other useful articles. Address-

w. G. GEORGE, 
61 « 62, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, w.e. 

Price List on Application. 



w. G. GEORGE 
!,day be fOlllld most days at his address, 

61 &62, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, W.C., 
Between the hours of 10 and 6 o'clock. 

Saturdays 10 to I o'clock. 

All Athletes are cordially invited to 

give him a cal! when in the neighbour

hood. 



"FORXMA" 
Relie'V"es Cures in. 

Al~ays. 19 Cases 

an.d ou.'t of 20, 

ECZEMA, 
WHIUT IT 

Stops all Irritation Immediately. 
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DIRECTIONS.-Well shake the bottle, and smear a small 
quantity of " The Cream" all over the a£fected places with the 
fingers until dry two or three times daily. 

" Forxma," when properly applied, forms an artificia 
skin; is quite odourless and unperceiv·able. 

" Forxma " iii a perfectly harmless manufactured article, 
and can be used with absolute safety for all Skin Troubles, and 
for Burns, Chi I blains, Sores, Inflammation and Irritation of any 
kind. Sold by Chf'mists, or direct from 

H FORXMA CO.," 

61 & 62, Chancery Lane, London, W.C. 
In bottles, 1/1~, 2/9, and 4/6. 

A free sample bottle sent to any address on receipt of post
card. 
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PREFACE. 

To My READERS,

Until I read this section in its entirety I 
thought that, being a part only of my book en
titled" Athletics and Kindred Sports," a Preface 
would be out of place. A second thought convinced 
me that it would be remiss if I neglected writing 

one, if only to embrace the opportunity of thanking 
the many well-known sportsmen who have favoured 
me with their views on "Training," etc. I feel 

sure that these will not only be read with great 
interest, but that my readers will gain many 
valuable hints and aids to training by a careful 
perusal of the matter in question. I would like 
to call special attention to the articles on "Cricket" 
(by G. A. Jackson), "Football" (by A. S. 
Turk), "Swimming" (by A. Sinclair), " American 
Methods" (by my brother, A. B. George), and 
last, but not least, "Walking" (by Hugh W. 
Innes). I take this opportunity to thank these 
gentlemen, together with all others, who have, 
by their contributions, greatly enhanced the value 
and usefulness of my work. 

My only hope is that a few at least of my young 
friends may find something of interest, and much 



of use to them; and that many older athletes and 
friends will discover some object lessons and prac
tical knowledge from its perusal. In conclusion, 
I crave the indulgence of my readers for so 

frequently quoting myself, and for other short
comings which may be found, and that their 
decision, as to the merits of the book, may be 
reserved until its perusal is completed, 

Yours faithfully, 
W. G. GEORGE. I 



TRAINING. 

I.-INTRODUCTORY REMARKS. 

BEFORE entering upon the various methods 
of training, which I have endeavoured, 

after considerable experience and observation, to 
set down in this section of my work, I should 

like to feel satisfied that my readers really grasp 
the meaning of the word" Training." 

It i" given only to the few to attain a state of 
perfection in Learning, Literature, Athletics, or any 

other pursuit. Nevertheless, it is quite possible 
for all, without possesf!ing very special aptitude, 
to vastly improve themselves, and to reach the 
highest state of perfection of which their own 
individual endowment!> are capable, by a ca,re

ful and regular course of mora.! and physical 
training, without which· the natural powers of 
many good mf'n and women will and do un
avoidably run to waste. Surely more praise is 
clue to those who w()rk for, and gain perft'ction 
than those who are-so to speak-born to it. 

Plato says" when a beautiful mind i'l set in a 

bmlUtiful body, and the two are cast in ont' mould, 
tLat will he the fairest of sights to him who has an 

11 



eye to contemplate the vision." It doe!'! not require 

a very imaginative mind to understand that when 

Plato wrote these words, he pictured an absolutely 
perfect vision, and one which, I fear, only exists 

in imagination. As far, however, as perfection 
can be obtained, it is posRible to attain both the 

mens sona and the corpus sa·num by a very care· 
ful and conscientious and moral train.ing. 

When men and women have learnt to recognise 

this fact, and have moral courage to follow it 

out, then we· shall indeed possess sons and 
daughters of whom we may be justly proud. 

Training means in its tmest sense the develop

ing of our natnral, moral, and physical forces to 
a state of fitness, which will enable them to face 

any possible emergency. 
Some· people condemn training hecause they 

think it means a series of violent and spasmodic 

efforts to attain some desired end. Now nothing 
could be more erroneous. Training means ex

actly the reverse. It means, moderation. 

1£, then, we desire to excel or to attain a true 
state of manhood or womanhood the develop

ment of mind and body in unison is a necessity. 
It comes first as a duty to parents for the benefit 

of their children, and when boys and girls are 
old enough to take upon themselves the responsi
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bility of developing their own illdividuality, they 

wUl naturally turn to their early training to guide 

and direct them in their future efforts. The 

proper understanding and recognition of parents' 

responsibilities is, indeed, ot the greatest possible 

importance for the welfare and good of coming 

generations. 
Again, training means keeping our actions 

and passions and desires under such control 

that we make men and women of ourselves, 

and live, not only for our own benefit, but for 
the improvement of our fellows. "\Vhv does 

England stand to-day as the first nation of the 

world? Because its men and women have 

trained more truly than those 01 any other nation. 

Training is synonymous with civilization. To 

be truly trained is to have both body and mind 
in that perfectly healthy state which is practi

cally the acme of civilization. 

OenerBI Rules.-Thel'e are, of course, a 
number of general rules, which are applicable, 

not only to those who wish to actively partici
pate in any branch of sport, hut also to those 

who have no time or inclination to ent"T into 

active competition in any of the many hranches 
of athletics, hut dcsim to train for health or 

pleasurc's sake. 
u :! 
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In this intrOllnctioll I Rha.ll endeavour to 

makp clear to my reaclers t,hese general rules. 

Without doubt every kind of exercise is good, 

bllt we cannot all participate in the same way 

or to the S:1me extent. It. is, therefore, absolutely 
necessary before embarking in any violent or 

severe form of training that we should ¥:now we 
are physically fit and strong enough to bear the 

necessary strain. The best way to ascertain 

this is to go to a reliable doctor, explain your 
desires, and have yourself thoroughly examined. 

Should he "pass" you, you can go about your 
t,raining merrily, and rest quite assured that you 

will be all the better for it. If, on the other 
hand, his report be unfavourable, you may vastly 

improve your condition by discreet training, 
but pay very strict attention to the doctor's 

instructions, as the nature and quantity of train
ing and exercise you may indulge depends entirely 
on his advi.ce. In addition to this avoid all 

unhealthy living and 8urroundings. By obeying 
these directions you can better your condition 

to so great an exte,nt that YOll will outlive many 
of your more robust friends, and get besides just as 

much-or more--€njoyment out of life, as they. 
Presuming my reader has had a satisfactory 

interview wit,h his doctor, and has obtained 
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pernllsslOll to train, how IS he to proceed? 

First, let me point out that there are no· two 
individnals alike. "One man's food is another 

man's poison." Every mnn should be the best 
judge of his own capabilities and physique, an(j. 

in a position to know fairly accurately what he 
should do and what he should not do in the way 
of athletics or practice. I cannot, however, be 
far wrong in advising all who want to get" fit," 

and to obtain the greatest possible pleasure out 
of their lives, to try and follow some, at least, 01' 
the following rules :

Commence training by rising every morning 
half an hour earlier than your usual time. I 

certainly advise a cold douche. Rome con" 
stitutions camlot stand cold water. To these 
I would say, don't attempt a bath oftener than 

inclination dictates, and, even then, always 

take the chill off the water. But do not fail 

to have a good rub down with a moderately 
rough towel every morning, immediately you 

get out of bed, or after the bath. Wear flan
nel next the skin. Take as much care of the 

feet and toes as of the hands, and wear hroad

toed shoes or boots. Drink a cup of very hot 
water as soon as it is procurahle, before getting 
out of bed if possible. I am not an aflvocate 
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for any st'Vere eXl'l'el;::e or walk before t.he first 
meal. A few eon:;titlltions thrivc on it, but 

for t.he majority it is harmful. Be temperate 
in all things. Be patient and titke things calmly. 

Don't lose your temper. Don't. take matters 

too seriously. Keep" respectable" hours. And, 
above all, do not neglect business for the sake 

of training. Whatever exercise you are bent 

on taking, do it thoroughly and regularly, but 
very steadily 8,t the start, and only so much 

as CDn comfortably be accomplished without 
undue distress. 'Vea.r a sweater at the com
mencement of tra.ining, and only leave it off 
when fast work is indulged in. After exercising, 

take a shower bath, or get a friend to stand on a 
chair and quickly pour half a bueket of cold water 
over your head itnd body-that is, provided you 

can stand cold watel'--then get a good rub down 
with a towel not t.ou rough. Do some of this 
rubbing down work yourself, finishing off with 
a hand rub, and using embrocation (a spirit is the 

best) "W. G." Embrocation (see advertisement 
page) will be found excellent as a lubricant. 
Rub into the muscles that have borne the brunt 

of the work. Dress slowly and walk once ronnd 
the track, or half a mile, should no traek exist, 
before getting on the 'bus or tram. 'l'his will 

prevent any chanee of chill. 
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A month's course of the above training should 

get any ordinary individual into good condition; 

and, when once fit, a viRit to the track or gym
nasium once or twice a week will be found 

quite sufficient to retain tJIis happy normal state, 

providing the following special trlli.uing is taken 
twice daily. As this special training is altogether 

it unique exercise of my own invention, I will 

devote a speciai chapter to its explanation. 



11.--44100 UP" EXERCISE. 

A SPECIAL HOME TRAINING. 

NOW I Coome to the part of my system of 
training which I consider had more to do 

with my succel:;s in competition than anything 

else. I am equally confident that when training 

for health's sake or for the prevention of break

downs, there is no better exercise than this which 
I have christened "100 Up." Some of the 

advantages of this splendid exercise briefly are 
these: The short time and the little space 

required for its practice; it brings into play 
the entire muscular system; the heart and lung::; 
are reasonably exercised; the reduction of adipose 
tissue, especially that designated fatty inside; the 
particular strengthening of the muscles of the 
back and abdomen; the non-necessity of stripping 

~although it is better to do so when time permits), 
and the fact that any shoes or boots, and even 
stockinged feet, will serve. The" 100 Up" can 
be practised on any ground floor, the space 

required being no more than six feet square. 



A.--Prel1:rninary practice for preparing the leI] 
muscles for the more severe strain ·required 

of them for the" 100 Up" Exercise. 
Draw two parallel lines on the ground 

eighteen inches long and eight inches apart. 

Place one foot on the middle of each line. 

Stand flat-footed, the feet lying perfectly straight 
on the lines. The arms should be held naturally, 

loosely, and nearly straight, with a slight for
ward inclination, the body being upright and 

straight (Plale No. ]). 

Now raise one knee to 

the height of the hip 

(Plate No.2), (that is 

precisely in the same way 

as in walking, only the 

knee action is higher), and 
bring the foot back and 

down again to its origi

nal position, touching the 

- line lightly with the ball ==:.l::= 
of the foot; repeat the 

raising and lowering of the leg ten to thirty times; 

and repeat with the other' leg. PFacti(l~~, 

this amollnts to balancing the body on one leg 

while exercising the other. Care must be taken 

that the knee comes to the level of the hip 
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every time. This may not be found easy at 

first, but practice will soon bring about the 
desired result. Great a,ttention must be paid to 

keeping the body upright and the legs and feet 

quite straight while exercising. Practise slowly 
until the necessary balance is acquired and the 

exerCIse accomplished with ease. Otherwise 
the "100 U:i>" will be found unsatisfactory. 
Having thoroughly mastered the correct Form, 

the student may turn his attention to

B.-The Major or " 100 Up " Exer?ise. 
Before giving particulars, I should like again 

to impress the necessity of maintaining form in 
every practice. My advice is, direotly the correct 

form is lost. stop. Beginnerss-lwuld start the 
major exercise slowly and on no account strain or 
over-6K-ed themselves. Nearly all breakdowns 

and failures are the result of hurried and in
judicious training. or fas,t work while the system is 
unprepared for it. On the other hand, slow, well 

considered, steady practice, rarely, I might almost 
say, never is injurious: while breakdowns are 
practically unknown amongst those who start 

their training slowly, gradually increasing dis
tallce, time or pare. as the heart, lungs, and 
muscles grow accustomed to the strain which is 
put upon them. 
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Prepare lines as for the preliminary practice. 
Stand 011 them a8 before, except that the body 
mllst. be balanced on the ball of the foot, the 

heels being clear of t.he ground. 
the head and body being t.ilted very 
slightly forward, and the hands down 

by the side. Now spring from the 
toe, bringing the knee to th"e level 
of the hip (Plate No.3) (as in the 

slower exercise), letting the foot fall 
back to its original position; repeat 
with the other leg, and continue 

raising and lowering the legs alter

nately. This action is exactly that 
of running, except that instead of the legs 
movmg forward, the foot drops into itt> 
origiJla;1 position on the ground. 

The main point to remember @ 
is, Oorrect Action. The knees 

must be brought at each stride 
up to the level of thE' hip, 
while, as the knee comes down, 
the foot behind should not be 
carried further backwards than 
level with the back. When 
thp knefl is brought. higher than 

the hip, the body is thrown 
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out of its perpendicular, backwards (Platl1 No.4) ; 
when the foot is thrown out behind furthl)r 

than level with the back, the body is correspon
dingly forced forward (Plate 
No.5). Either is a hindrance 

to form and pace-the two 

objects striven for by those 
who train, whether for health 

or competition. AU such will, 

undoubtedly, derive more 
benefit from doing their prac
tice correctly than the reverse. 

While doing the "100 Up" 

use the arms as in running 
-i.e., hold them almost at full length 

and swing them half way across the chest, 
forward and backward a few inches behind the 

back as each stride is taken. A good practice 
is to stand st.ill on the lines and use the arms as 

in running, putting plenty of force into the work, 
so as to loosen the muscles of the shoulders, 
and make the upper part of the frame active 

and pliable, in order that it may act in perfect 
ullion with the legs when the "100 Up" is 

performed. 
I advise nobody to attempt more than 20 

up at the start, ten for each leg. Very few can 
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manage e\'en so many III form at the outset; 

but practice makes a world of difference, and 
once the 20 has been accurately accomplished 

the number may be steadily increased. Let 

me warn you, however, against too rapid progress. 

Thi.~ may result in 3, strain or, what is even more 

likely, a losi! of correct form. The knees will not 

be parallel to the straight lil'les, or the body will 
be dragged forward. Do not expect to get 

true action in 11 moment. Probably the first 

few attempts will be disappointments. Be not, 

however, discouraged. Keep steadily on, and 
the correct action will come sure enough. Once 

proficient in that you can work gradually to the 

"100 Up," and by judicious variatio~ of pace 

and number, according to the distance of the 

race in which you desire to compete, you will get 

as fit as you can possibly desire. 

Finally, "100 Up" stands unrivalled as an 

aid to training for Walking, Running, Cycling, 

Rowing, Boxing, Football, and Cricket, and, 

in fact, every kind of sport; while for general 
health's sake it is absolutely the best. 
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III.-A TABLE ON TRAINING 
FOR COMPETITION FOR ATHLETES AT 

VARIOUS AGES. 
Training f"or boys up to 17 years of" age. 

No special preparation required. The usual outdoor 

exercise and field games indulged in by the ordinary 

healthy schoolboy or youth of the above age is quite 

enough to get him in form for any competition. 

The" 100 Up" exercise should be practised once daily, 

and a steady run on the track twice a week; butnoracing. 

Plain, wholesome food, and plenty of it, taken at regular 

hours, will be found all sufficient. 

From 17 to 20 years of" age, if" well developed, and 
generally healthy. 

Gentle practice consisting of steady runs on the path 

three times a week, and all the outdoor exercise and 

walking possible. The" 100 Up' twice daily. No 

trials, or fast racing except in competition. Plenty 

of rest, and good food. Swimming is an excellerit 

exercise, but rather inclined to make one slow for> path 
work. 

If" weakly. or outgrowing strength. 

Keep out of doors as much as possible. On no 

account violently exert> or strain oneself. Massage the 

limbs and muscles gently and often, but no hard rub. 

bing; get all the rest possible, and do not indulge in to~ 

many baths. Whatever work is done on the track 

let it be of the slowest and lightest order, taking great 

care to keep the limbs and body well wrapped up and 

warm when resting. Study form rather than pace. 1.:he 

.• 100 Up" exercise may be practised very slowly, in strict 
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moderation. Cycling in excess, or scorching, is altogether 

bad. Steady walking is the best possible form of exercise. 

From 20 to 35 years of' age, when robust and strong. 

This is the best period for all active athletics and com

petition. Moderation is the great thing to study; it 

does not 80 much matter about the quantity of exercise 

taken, but it does matter about the qnality. Fast racing 

or severe work in training should seldom be indulged in 

rather let your preparation be a long, steady one. When 

once fit, the" 100 Up" exercise twice daily and regular 

practice on the path two or three ti~es a week will be 

found ample, and there will be very little fear of break· 

downs, or want of fitness for any ordinary competition. 

If' delicate or weakly. 

Do not practise oftener than every other day. Try 

and remain cheerful, keep early hours, be in the open 

air as much as possible. ., 100 Up" once daily. slowly. 

Above all, be moderate in everything, and on no account 

attempt any violent form of exercise without a proper 
preparation. 

35 years and upwards, when perf'ectly souna. 

Provided the individual has kept going, that is to say 

has kept up his active athletic pursuits and constant 

practice, and has not neglected or abused his constitu

tion, he may continue athlet~cs wit~ perfect safety 

and with benefit to himself for an indefinite period. Great 

ClI.re, however, must be taken not to start too fast in any 

practice, or competition; there must be, so to speak, 

a gradual warming up process, before it is possible to 

safely extend oneself. If active athletics have been 

dropped for any length of time it is not advisable to 
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make a fresh start, particularly in direct competition 

doing so generally ends in failure; in fact, an ordinary 

healthy man of 40 years of age who has never trained for 

athletics usually beats a retired athlete of the same age, 

if pitted against him in an impromptu match. Not only 

does he win, but the effect of the indiscreet, violent 

exercise appears to be less harmful to him than to the man 

who has trained; yet with a proper course of training 

the old athlete would nearly always win, and if he by 

chance has kept going there is no comparison between the 

two men, the non-athlete having no earthly chance with 

"the keep going" one. Finally, the man of 50 years 

and upwards who introduces athletics into his daily 

life gets away from the whirl of the city immediately it is 

possible, lives in a calmer atmosphere, and keeps decent 

hours, and consequently gets up with a head clearer and 

fitter for business than the majority of his fellows_ 

Most people will agree with me that discreet training 

is beneficial and conducive to a healthy existence and 

long life. A man need not develop biceps strong enough 

to fell an ox, his business or pleasure seldom requiring 

muscle of that sort. To so develop oneself means the 

wasting of so much nerve power and muscular tissue. 

Again, a man who engages himself exclusively to study, 

shunning all bodily exercise and pleasure, is only a little 

less to be pitied than the one who devotes };tis life to 

drunkenness or any other excess. 

It has often been said, that our public schools devote 

a too great attention to outdoor sport in general; but 

without doubt the pre-eminence of Englishmen is due in a 

gre~t mcasurc b the healthy love of sport and iJusinesg. 



IV.-SPRINTING. 

"GET READY." 

A. F. Duffy, of New York, hohler of the World's 100 Yards Amateur Recorel, 
time 9~ sec., accomplished in America. ~Iny 31st. 1902, amI Winner of the 

100 Yards English Cllfunpionship, 1900 aIHl1901. 

[Photo by Burton. Xew York. 

" SPRINTING" may be defined as running at 
the highest possible speed. The term is often 

loosely applied to all races up to a quarter of a 
mile. If, however, one accepts the more restricted 
meaning, 250 yards or thereabouts may be set 
down as the limit of a man's ability to travel at top 
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speed. Some may even question the advisability 
of putting the limit as high as that. If one speaks 
of a " sprinter pure and simple," one usually wishes 
to convey the idea of an athlete, whose stamina, or 
rather whose want of stamina, does not permit him 
to travel at his fastest for more than 150 yards. It 
is to the "sprinter pure and simple" that this 
chapter is devoted. 

Now sprinting is the most natural of all styles 
of running. When a schoolboy is chased by a bull, 
or a pickpocket is pursued by a policeman, he 
sprints-that is, he runs as hard as he can, without 
the consideration of suiting his pace to the dis
tance to be covered. Hence, because it is so 
natural, sprinting is the most easily learnt of all 
styles of running. It follows, moreover, that the 
average youngster is much more likely to realise 
his ability as a sprinter, than as a stayer. His 
experience on the football and cricket field will 
have taught him whether he is slower than his 
compeers. In fact, there are few outdoor games 
played amongst boys in which a sprinter does not 
shine above his fellows. Further, judgment of 
pace finds no place in the stock-in-trade of the 
crack sprinter. All he requires while actually on 
the move is speed-and plenty of it. Let it not be 
imagined, however, that a fast natural runner has 

c 2 
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only to step on the cinder path to WIll a sprint 
championship, or that the aspiring novice has 

nothing to learn before gaining prizes at 100 yards. 

Far from it. The first great thing to master is 

STARTI~G. 

The old system of starting was by placing the 
toe of one foot in a hole on the mark with the knee 

bent. The foremost leg bore the weight of the 
body, the other leg being used to push off with. 

The other foot occupied a hole a yard or so to the 
rear, and the arms were extended in practically a 

straight line. This style is still largely in vogue 
amongst professionals. About a dozen years ago 

T. L. Nicholas, of Newport, Mon., who subsequently 
won the quarter-mile amateur championship, 

became the English apostle of the" hand spring," 
or "all fours" method of st.arting, as illustrated 

at the beginning of this chapter, and this is now 
all but universal amongst amateurs. Opinions are 
divided as to the relative merits of the two styles. 
The" all fours" method has this advantage-that 
it enables the runner to remain steadier on his mark 

(an important consideration when the penalty foi 
" getting over" is borne in mind); and for that 
reason alone I would recommend its adoption. 
Briefly stated, the following is the procedure in the 
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"hand spring" or "aU fours" st.yle: Plant the 

left foot firmly, perfectly flat and straight, about 
six inches behind your mark. By scraping a hole 
of two or three inches deep in the rind-ers, make a 

" bank" for your right foot about two feet behind 
the left. Stand in position until the pistol-firer 
gives his caution, " Get ready!" or " Set!"; then 
drop on to the hands, or rather the corks, which are 

held protruding beyond the closed hands. Throw 
the whole weight of the body on the left. leg and the 
corks. This will leave the right leg free and just 

sufficiently bent to enable you, directly the pistol 
is fired, to thrust the right foot sharply and 
strongly against the "bank" referred to, and so 

give yourself a big impetus for the first stride. At 
the starting signal, raise the body, and immediately 

step out as far and as fast as you can until the tape 

is passed; and there yon have practically the 
whole art of sprinting. There are, however, a few 

hints which may assist the youthful sprinter to 

improve his running. Keep the body steady, and 
do not throw the head backward to gaze into the 
sky. Do not "fight the air" with your arms, 
which, as you swing them across the body, should 

not be brought higher than the waist. Cultivate 

a low action, in preference to "high stepping." 
Nearly all our champions steal over the ground, 
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scarcely lifting the spikes above the cinder path. 
But, above all, as in every other pastime, the 

aspirant to fame must practise, practise, practise. 

SPIlI~TI~G, FIRST STRIDE. 

[Photo by Burton, ...'''1?1L' Y01"k. 

TRAINING FOR SPRINTING. 

Although the perfection of physical condition 
is not so necessary for the sprinter as for those who 
patronise longer distances, it will not do to fancy 
that one can indulge in immoderate eating and 
drinking, and reproduce his best form at 100 yards. 
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Still, anyone who, at ordinary times, follows 
common sense rules in the matter of food needs 
no special form of diet to assist him in getting 
and remaining" fit." As to actual practice, try to 
have a run, if possible, six days in the week. Apart 
altogether from conscientious scruples, one is all 
the better for resting one day in seven, and Sunday 
may very reasonably be reserved for a quiet, 
though not a too prolonged stroll in the open air. 
In sprint practice it is well, except in hot weather, 
to wear a sweater, as there is a fair amount of time 

spent on the track when one is not actually 
running. Training is always more pleasant in 
company, and you should try to get a friend to run 

with you. Both will benefit by the spirit of rivalry 
set up. Be careful, however, that such riyalry 
does not induce a craze for racing. A second 

friend, one who has been "through the mill" 

himself for choice, should be prevailed upon to 
act as starter by word of mouth, or better still, with 
a pistol. He should take care not to let you go until 

you are perfectly steady. A word of warning 
against too much starting practice is necessary. It 
is a drawback to the" all fours" style that it exerts 
a tremendous strain on the muscles at the bade of 
the thigh, which strain frequently causes break

down. Many sprinters suffer considerable pain 
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and inconvenience from such a strain. And here 

let me say that if it be your misfortune to hurt the 

muscle referred to, be advised and rest at once. 

It is the only way out of the difficulty. Rub the 

injured muscle morning and evening with a spirit 
embrocation, and hold the leg under the cold water 

tap as often and as long as you can bear it. 

In training, then, be careful not to overdo the 
starting business. Three or four times each day 

should be quite sufficient. After leaving your 

mark dash ahead for about 40 or 50 yards; then 

ease up, not too suddenly, coming to a standstill in 
another 40 or 50 yards. Walk quietly back to 

your starting place, and repeat the process. A 
dozen bursts of this kind each day, with an occa

sional run through the 100 yards at three-quarter 
speed should give you all the practice you require. 
Trials against watches are practically valueless. 

Only the most skilful timekeepers could tell YOIl 

what you were doing within a yard or two, and if 
you really must have a trial (though I have not 
much faith in tests of this sort) let it be against 

some runner whose form is known, and who is 
fairly consistent. In order to avoid the strain of 

starting too much, retire about 20 yards behind the 
starting point, trot gently up to it, then dash off at 

full speed, just as if you had gone from the mark 
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itself. It may be frankly admitted that 'every 

sprinter cannot become exceptionally smart" out 
of the slips." Many of our champions, practise as 
they might, have been left by inferior runners in 

the first 20 yards. Nevertheless patience and 
practice will work wonders with a slow starter. 

T\\'o SrRI);T CHA)IPIO:<S SHOWl:<" DlFFERE:<T ACTIO:<S, BOTH 
CORRECT, 

Try, therefore, to dart away at the bang of the 

pistol, make every effort to lengthen and quicken 

yOUI' stride at each step, and so "get into your 
running" at the earliest possible moment. 

With regard to preparation for longer sprints
that is, distances from say, 150 to 300 yards
opinions differ as to the kind of practice necessary, 

Everything depends upon the athlete himself. If 
he stays naturally, his great desideratum will be 
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pace, and he can confine himself to the hursts of 50 

or 60 yards, just as if he were training for 100 yards. 
If, on the other hand, he be a " mere sprinter" he 
will probably find it necessary occasionally to cover 
two-thirds of the distance for which he is training 
at racing pace. A plan recommended by some 
authorities is to run as hard as you can for as far as 
you can, endeavouring each time you make the 
attempt to lengthen the distance. This is no doubt 
useful to the runner who finds a difficulty in staying 
the full journey; but it must not be indulged in at 
every training spin, or staleness will ensue. Since 
races above 120 yards are nearly always, though not 
invariably, run round bends (Stamford Bridge has 
a 220 yards straight) the novice in training should 
accustom himself to negotiating bends, both left 
and right hand inside, at top speed, and as close 

to the inner edge as possible. As being thoroughly 
fit is more necessary to long-distance sprinting (if 
such a term be admissible) than to 100 yards 
running, the aspirant to honours should be rather 
more particular in his diet. The novice probably 
knows which foods do, and which do not, agree with 
his internal economy. These latter he will be wise 

to eschew. But it may be safely asserted that such 
luxuries as new bread, plum-duff, steak puddings, 
most kinds of pastry, strong tea, rich gravies and 
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sauces, are better when taken III moderation, iI 

not left alone altogether. Do not, however, make 
your life a misery by cutting off every little dietetic 
pleasure. No need to become a teetotaler or non
smoker. Moderation is the great thing. 

In racing remember that pluck and judgment 
both playa part in long-distance sprints. Do not 
give in because the other competitors seem to be 
getting away from you; they may come ba0k to 
you in the straight, where most races are lost and 
won. At the same time don't lag too far behind; 
An idea which a crack sprinter known to myself 
often found work successfully in long sprint handi
caps (which, recollect, cannot be run at 10 seconds 
to the 100 yards all the way through) was to 

ratch the feet of the man who started just in front 
bf him, thus having a kind of pacemaker and being 
relieved of the mental strain of making his own 
running. He was thus left to make his effort up 
the straight, having probably been landed in a 
fairly good position by his unconscious pacemaker. 
Never, if you can avoid it, attempt to pass a com
petitor when going round a bend. If you do, you 
give away something by having to describe a larger 
arc, and there is always a chance of being forced 
very wide. In running 300 yards it is necessary to 
go at very nearly top speed the whole way. 



Sprinters, when running quarter mile races, usually 

run at 300 yards pace for about 250 yards, with a 

slight easy until reaching the straight, when the 

competitor sprints for all he is worth, and takes the 
last ounce out of himself to reach the worsted first. 

Never give in until pursuit of the leaders is abso

lutely hopeless, and eyen then struggle on to finish 

as close up as you can. 'Vhen feeling "done," 

remember that your opponents feel every bit as bad 

as, and perhaps worse than, you do. If, therefore, 

you goad yourself into one last effort, it may and 

(lften will be your great delight to find one or more 

of your opponents give way, and the victory be 
y'ours when you least expect it. In running 

quarter-mile level races, try before the event to 

find out your principal opponent's weakness, that 
is, whether he is a better sprinter than stayer, or 

vice versc/. If you discover that he stays well, but 

does not finish strongly, while you have a fine turn 
of speed, let him make the pace, waiting on him 

until the straight be reached. If, on the other 

hand, he be speedy rather than strong, while you 

are not of great account as a sprinter, make the 

pace:hot all the way, so as to have him" baked" 
before he has time to get in his final burst. 



V.-MIDDLE DISTANCES. 

R. W. 'VADSLEY. 

""inner of the 440 Yarns Championship, 1901. Time 49! sees. 

By "middle distances" is generally meant aU 

those between HO yards and three-quarters of a 
mile. There are, however, numbers of the old 
school of athletes who maintain that the quarter 
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mile should be called a sprint. I consider such a 
term for t.he distance altogether a wrong one; 

because it is impoflsible to run a greater distance 
than 300 yards at a sprinting pace, and there are 

very few athletes who have even run so far at full 

speed. 
Many of our best quarter milers claim that 

this distance is the hardest of all races 

to run. Here again I must differ. My conten
'tion is that the greater number of quarter mile 
runners are essentially sprinters, and although they, 

by strict training, are able to stay and accomplish 
good performances at the distance, 440 yards is in 

reality too far for them. Hence the pain and 
difficulties experienced by them in finishing even 

one heat, whilst many find it quite impossible to 
repeat their preliminary time in the final. . On the 

other hand, a true middle-distance runner finds 
very little trouble or inconvenience in running his 
first heat, and invariably runs faster in the final. 

THE QUARTER MILE. 

Training for MO yards.--These hints are for the 
use of those who cannot give their whole time to 
training. When training for distances (by this I 
mean any di&tance exceeding 300 yartls) it is neces
sary to pay a stricter attention to diet than when 
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training for sprinting, and to accustom oneself to 
running round both ways of the track. On getting 

out of bed drink a glass of hot water, and take a 
cold bath, if accustomed to one. Then have a 

good rub down, dress slowly, and practise about 50 

of the" 100 Up " exercise, as described on page II. 
Breakfast should consist of chop or steak, fish or 
lightly boiled eggs, with plenty of green stuff or 

ripe fruit to follow; whilst cocoa is far better than 

either tea or coffee to drink. A gentle stroll of 

about half a mile after breakfast, before business, 
will be found very helpful. nuri~g the walk make 
a practice of inflating the lungs to their fullest 

capacity by inhaling through the nose, and 
exhaling through the mouth evenly and slowly 

(see chapter on Health). In the course of 
the morning (about twelve o'clock is the best 

time) practise" 100 Up" if possible. Make the mid

day meal the principal one. A good cut from a 

joint, with plenty of green vegetables, eating 
sparingly of potatoes, and a half tankard of good 
stout or ale, finishing off with 8tewed fruit and 

milk pudding, will suit most constitutions best. 

On leaving business get a cup of cocoa, or milk, 
and some tOUFlt. Go to the athletic ground, 

strip and get a rub down, not too hard, finishing 
with a spirit embrocation. Get into your 



l'Unning costume. On Mondays, Wedncsdayti, Ilnd 
Fridays cOlllmence by running 500 or GOO yards 

at a stt'ady even gait, then walk half a lap, and 
indulge in three or foul' short fast sprints from 50 
to 70 yards, making the last one the longest and 

fastest. Put 011 a coat or dressing gown, and stroll 
about quietly for five or ten minutes, taking great 
care to keep the body and legs quite warm, and 
finish up with a 250 to 300 yards run at three
quarter speed. Go straight into dressing-room, 
take a shower bath (if possible), and have a rub 
down with towel, embrocation, and with the 

hand. Dress slowly, walk home when practicable. 
Have a plain tea (watercress is excellent). After 
a short rest take a quiet walk, and even an occa
sional cigar will often do more good than harm 

(if used to smoking) ; finish up the day with a glass 
of ale and a biscuit, and retire early. 

On Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday substi
tute 200 to 300 yards for the 500 or 600 yards; 

run at quarter mile speed, then rest, and afterwards 
practise starting, including one or two sprints of 
50 yards. Once fit, it will only be necessary to 
run once or twice a week on the track, but keep up 
the" 100 Up" exercise twice daily; 

How tv run a quarter mile race.-At the crack 
of the pistol dash away at top speeo, settling down 



into your longest natural stride at about GO to 

80 yards. Maintain this mode of progress, doing 
your best to improve style, and lengthening each 

stride as it is taken. Do not lift the knee higher 
than level with the hip, nor throw the back foot 

behind further than necessary; that is to say, let 

the action be a long, low gliding, forward one. 

Keep· the body and head well balanced, very 
slightly bent forward, and - the arms and 

hanq.fl carried low. At the 300 yards post 

(140 yards from home) gather yourself to
gether for a final burst, striving all you know 

to lengthen your stride, and at ahout 60 to 40 
yards from the tape sprint at your fastest, 

and never give up till the tape.is passed. Some 
men gallop in their final burst, and I have seen 
some wonderful win::] accomplished by men who 

finished in the way described, notably H. R. Ball 
and Horace Crossley. 

There are some few athletes who have run 
their fastest as follows :

Start off at three-quarter speed, keeping it 
up for 100 yards, then gradually increase the pace 
till the top speed is reached at about 250 yards. 
From this point maintain a sprint, or endeavour to 

do so, all the way home. Although I do not 
believe in this latter method of running 4,10 yards, 

D 
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I have known several good men who ran much faster 

by adopting the system. I would, therefore. advise 
all to give both ways a trial; only be quite sure that 
your trial horse or timer is reliable, otherwise you 
will be exerting yourself uselessly. Refrain from 

practice one day before, and also the day of a race· 
For all distance races a good rub flown and a very 
moderate dose of the " 100 Up" exercise will be 

found all-sufficient for these two last days. 

600 YARDS. 

Training for 600 yards.-Practically the same 

work (only a little longer) is requirefl for this 
distance as for the quarter mile. The chief points 
to remember are, to get all the outdoor exercise 
you can, to live plainly, well, and regularly, and 
not to hurry in your preparation. 

After the rub down, let your practice on 
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays consist of from 
800 to 1,000 yards at a moderate pace, then 
rest, and afterwards sprint 80 to 100 yards two or 
three times at three-quarter speed, and finish with 
a 300 to 350 yards fa8t burst. Retire to dressing 
room, and rub down, etc., as described in previous 
chapter. On Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays 
run from 400 to 500 yards at three-quarter speed; 
then practise starting, and finish with a 200 yards 
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sprint at nearly top speed, and dress. Make a 
rule of always having at least one good long 
country walk a week, and a steady walk home 
after your evening runs on the path, occasionally, 
will be found very beneficial. 

How to run a 600 yards race.-Start at top 
speed, but steady down into natural stride in the 
:first 50 yards; maintain an even gait for at least 
440 yards, then gradually lengthen stride, and 
when fairly in the straight for home sprint and 

keep going all the way to the tape. 

THE HALF MILE. 

Training for 880 yards.-The half mile race 
is, perhaps, the most entertaining of all from 
a spectator's point of view; but it IS a 
most difficult and trying one to run. For 
instance, to get inside two minutes for the full 
distance it is necessary to run the first quarter 
in from 54: to 56 seconds, and to keep going 
for another quarter is no easy matter, unless a 

man is properly trained and possessed of real grit. 
The diet and "100 Up" exercise required is 

similar to that recommended previously, except 
that the "100 Up" may be increased with advantage 
to an occa~ional 200 Up, with a little more walking 
exercise. An excellent plan is to walk to and 

D 2 
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from bURiness once or twice a week, when prac

ticahle. 
The path work on Mondays, Wednesdays, and 

Fridays should consi!'t of a steady 1,000 yards, 
three-quarters of a mile, or even a full mile. Then 

put on a coat and trot or stroll about the groUI1J 
for ten minutes, keeping the body and limbR well 
wrapped up and warm. Then go to the mark and 

sprint a few times, anything up to 100 yards, 
finishing with a good striding 300 yards dash. 
Stride out to your utmost capacity, running in 
your best form, and the last 50 yards at your 
fastest. On the other days start, by running 400 

yards at three-quarter rate, finishing the last 50 

yards at full speed. Afterwards practise starting 
and sprints, finish with a good striding 600 

yards, and the usual rub down. A quiet walk 
before riding home will always pre,vent a chance 
chill or cold. 

How to nm a half mile race.-The half mile race 
is often run in heats; when such is the case I am 
very much inclined to think it is not only the 
hardest of all races to win, but the most difficult 
to advise upon. To nm the race, however, in 
one heat considerably simplifies matters in both 
respects. 

It run in nne heat, or the final.- The better plan, I 
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think, is to leave the mark at your best pace, 
gradually pulling yourself up at about 50 yards, 
when you should be running in your very best 
form. Keep going at an even, consistent gait for 
440 yards, then take a pull at yourself, bracing up, 
so to speak, for the final effort. At the 300 mark 

from home settle down to your work in real 
earnest,_making one longrun all the way home, 

Two HALF MILE CHA:UPIO~S, SHOWI!'fG DIFFERE~T ACTIONS, 

BOTH CORRECT. 

gradually increasing the length of stride and pace 
right to the tape, and sprinting the last few yards, 
if it be possible to rise to it. 

If a heat only.~Make quite sure before starting 
how many are entitled to run in the final. Start 
and run the first 440 yards as before described; 
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then when you take a pull at yourself and get 

going again, do not punish yourself more than 

necessary, to secure a position qualifying for the 

final. 
It is very difficult to say (given an opportllnity) 

if it is better to wait in front or behind when 

running in a heat; this must be left to the athlete 

himself. Some men have the happy knack of 

being able to pull up and get going again without 

deterioration, whilst others go all to pieces if thrown 

out of their natural and USU3J way of progression. 

THREE-QUARTERS OF A MILE. 

Training t(lr 1,320 yards.--The three-quarters 

of a mile race is a comparatively rare event in 

the a.thletic world, and, strange as it may appear, 

it is a much more trying race to run than the mile. 

Men as a rule find the third quarter a terrible 

stumbling-block. It is the time that one feels at 
his very worst, even in the mile race; but when 

the third quarter becomes the finishing point, as is 

the case in a three-quarter-mile run, the majority 

of even our best men fail to stay the distance 

properly, and many collapse altogether, and find 
it quite impossible to finish. The training, there

fore, for this distance must necessarily be rather 

severe, and should consist of something like the 



The late L. E. Myers and W. G. George, taken " few days after their 
three·quarter mile.mce, which took place at the Pol., Grounds, New York, 
on Nov. 30th. 1882, which George won after a most punishing race, both 

contestants fa.lling unconscious immediately a.fter the finish. 
[Photo by Thomas, New York' 
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following : Monday, l} miles slowly, rest, and 

600 yards at three-quarter speed. Tuesday, 
1_ mile steady trot, alld 1,000 yards good three

quarter speed, finishing the last 100 yards at fastest. 

Wednesday, three-quarter mile slowly, but fini8h
ing the last 200 yards fast; rest, and one or two 

sprints. Thursday, go half mile fast; rest, and 
two sprints of 100 yards. Friday, one mile steady, 

fini:'lhing the last quarter fast. 
In addition two or three good long country 

walks weekly, plenty of " 100 Up " and breathing 
exercise as described on another page. 

How to nm a three-quarters of a m.ile race.-Race 
away at the report of the pistol at full speed, 
settling down into ordinary stride at 20 or 30 yards. 
Keep at a uniform pace for 880 yards, then take a 
slight ease for 200 yards, and finish the last 240 
yards in one long run, gradually increasing the 

length of stride and pace. If a sudden spurt ifl 
attempted failure generally follows, but a steady' 
working up of pace usually proves successful. This, 
however, is only learnt by practice and strict atten
tion to detail and individual confltitution. 



VI.-THE MILE. 

THE Mile Race can only be likened to the 100 yards 
sprint for popularity, and I should think there have 
been a greate: number of races run at a mile than 

at any other distance except the sprint; yet it is 
the minority which must be reckoned when count

ing the number of properly trained athletes who 

have run the distance; in fact, I am convinced there 

are only a very few out of the many thousands 
who have run the race, who have taken the trouble 

to get themselves really fit for the distance. 
Now why is this? My idea is that when the 

ordinary athlete takes up mile running and train
ing he generally in his preparation takes his cue 

from, and follows the example and methods adopted 

by those known to him who happen to be running 
the distance. This plan, however, is altogether a 

bad one. The right thing to do is to formulate a plan 
of preparation to suit the athlete's individuality; by 
this means only can the best results be attained. 

To make mYEjelf perfectly clear, and to give an 
example, I will quote my own personal experience 
re "How I became a Miler." In 1878 I was an 
apprentice to chemistry at Worcester, and I made 
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up my mind to try and run a mile. First, I figured 

out the time I thought the mile should be run in. 
Secondly, I started testing my theories and par
ticularly my own constitution and capabilities; the 

result of this study soon convinced me that the then 

existing records at the distance were by no means 

good. Having formed these ideas, I prepared a 

schedule and at once started to try and demon

strate that my suppositions were correct. 

I have a very vivid recollection of reading aloud 

(for the first time) this prepared schedule to a few 

of my clubmates, and how they laughed and 
ridiculed the idea of any such record as therein 

laid down ever being established; nevertheless, 

I believed in my schedule and stuck to my guns, 

and as I still possess the original, I here append 

a copy of it in its entirety. 

How to Train.-Run every day, on a track if 
possible, otherwise a good field or road, but do not 

run fast. Steady long runs, anything up to two 

miles, with occasional shorter bursts of a quarter 

to half a mile, and a few sprints, always finishing 
the last 50 to 100 yards of the longest run at fastest, 

and complete rest one or even two days before a 

contest, will soon make one fit Once well, be 

careful not to do too much work. With regard to 

food, eat anything you fancy (an athlete taking 
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an interest in his work is not likely to desire 

anything which will be harmful to him). 
How to race.-Get off the mark at fastest, 

steady up after going 20 yards, falling into a long 

even stride; keep up this uniform pace, never 
altering the length of stride or natural gait till 

the home straight is reached; once there, gradu
ally lengthen the stride as each step is taken, so 

that the nearer you get to the tape the faster will 

be the pace, and finish the last few yards sprinting. 
Don't look round, or bother about opponents; 

simply run your own race, making up your mind 

exactly where eac~ foot shall fall as the strides 
are taken; this latter will fully occupy your 

attention, and by so doing take a big load off your 

mind, and very often be the unconscious means of 
winning the race. 

Time Table tor possible Record, written on 
June 1st, 1878;

Till1~s for laps. 
min. sec. liUll. sec. 

1st lap 440 yardR 59 1st 59 
2nd lap 880 yards 2 2 2nd 1 3 
;Jrd lap i mile 3 8 3rd 1 6 
4th lap one mile 4 12 4th 1 4 

It is very remarkable how closely I ap
proached the above table when establishing the 



existing rec::ml of 4m. l:2isec. at Lillie Bridge on 

August 2:3rd, H186, more than seven years after 

writing the above. 

Tim? Table of actual Race, run on AUJust 23rd, 

1886, a! Lillie Bridge:
Time" f.ur lap•. 

min. see. min. sec. 
1st lap HO yards 5~~ 1st 58~ 

2nd htp' 8S0 yards 2 2 2nd 1 3~ 
~:3l'.i lap mile :3 7t ,3rd 1 5~ 

4th lap OIlf' mile 4 12~ 4th 1 5 

My contention is that it is distinctly unwise 

to attempt to imitate when training; rather make 

a thorough study of one's own peculiar constitution 

and act accordingly. It is likewise quite impossible 

to give a set of rules on training for distance races, 

because each individual requires a different treat

ment to get and to keep properly fit. The amount 

of exercise can only be apportioned after a very 

careful study of the physique and constitution of 
the subject. To be able to run a mile well, the 

athlete must possess a sound constitution, speed, 

dash, undoubted stamina, determination, good 

judgment, and, above all, be thoroughly trained. 

TRAINING FOR THE MILE. 

I do not think my opinions have altered in the 

slightest since writing my schedule for my own use 
in 1878. To my way of thinking, there is but one 
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way to get thoroughly fit, and that is, to exercise 
daily on the path; but let your runs be over the 
distance slowly, or under the distance fast. A good 
plan is to run on alternate days, anything from one 
to two miles slowly on one day, followed on the next 

by a quarter to three-quarters of a mile at a 
good speed, with one or two sprints. This, 
together with the" 100 Up" Exercise and an occa

sional walk, and the usual rub down as recom

mended previously, will be found quite sufficient. 
A very good rule to follow is to strip and be 

weighed daily. Then enter the weight in a book. 
This will tell you fairly accurately if the exercise 

you are taking is suitable, or otherwise. Should you 
lose or gain a lot of weight from day to day, you 
will be able to counteract either, by altering the 
quantity of exercise or clothing worn when at 
work, always taking into consideration the general 
state of the health at the time. One other most 
valuable test (and this applies to all distances 

run) is, measure your strides daily; the proper 
way to do this is to take two strides in each measure
ment; this must be done, because most men take 
a longer stride with one leg than with the other. 
Several measurements at different parts of the 

track should be taken during the ordinary practice 
spins, and these must be carefully compared. Should 
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they be found accurate and alike, day by day, you 
may be quite sure that you are running well and 
in your best form; should, however, they be 
short or irregular, there is surely something wrong. 
Give this, then, your best attention and find out the 
cause: the most usual one is staleness. 

The subjoined table will explain more clearly 
what I mean. This tabl(was taken by my friend, 
Mr. 'William Caldicott, of Worcester! when in 
America with me, and represents my training and 
weights when preparing for my races with the 
late L. E.Myers in 1882. 
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How TO RUN THE MILE RACE. 

It is quite impossible to give better advice here 
than that given in my original schedule on 
page :42. I should like, however, to explain 
that the most trying time in a mile race is the 
third_ quarter, and it is here where the majority of 
races are won and lost. It requires a vast 
amount of pluck and determination to struggle 
through this trying portion of the race, but it is 
just the part where one should strive to run at his 
very best. If this is done the falling off in time in 

comparison with the other quarters will not be so 
apparent. The third quarter is always the slowest 

(in a properly run race), whilst the first is the 
fastest, and the last should be the second best, but 
the second, more often, is so. In conclusion, a good 
miler can usually run any distance up to ten miles. 

E 
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VII.--LONG-DISTANCE RUNNING. 

LONG-DISTANCE running embraces all distances over 
the mile. For convenience sake, however, I will 
divide distance running into two classes, A and B: 
A meaning any distance up to, and B any distance 
over, ten miles. The general form and action in 
common use for the shorter (A) class running is 
much the same as that adopted in the mile. The 

same remark applies to training, only the daily 
spins must be discontinued, and the practice runs 

and walking exercise considerably extended; as to· 
the exact amoun(of practice necessary, it depends 
altogether on the distance of the contest to be 
negotiated, and the physique of the individuaU 
The most important point to remember when 
training for all long-distance races is: that it is 
pace, not distance, that kills. The best possible 
preparation is a lengthy one, consisting of long, slow 
runs two or three times a week, and to be in the open 
air as much as pos",ible, regular meals, early 
hours, and moderation in all things. A few weeks· 
training on the above lines will be found to work 
wonders, and the longer it is kept up the better the 
results will be. This sort of training will prove 

much more satisfactory and of a far more lasting 
benefit to the athlete than a more hurried one ~ 

E :2 
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besides, there is less likelihood of a mishap to him 

who so trains, than to one who tries to get fit more 
quickly. For the B class pace and form doe8 not 

enter into the requirements of the runner to 80 

great an extent as for A class; nevertheless, the 
man who runs in good form, necessarily possesses 

a great advantage over his less fortunate brother. 
The burning question is, what constitutes good 

form for B class races ~ It stands to reason it 
must be something altogether different to that 
wanted for the A class. My opinion is, that the man 

who can run closest to the ground, and yet maintain 

an even, long, gliding stride, will not jar the muscles, 
or move the body, when running, to the same 
fatiguing extent as the one who runs with a higher 

action. The latter may be prettier from a spectator's 
point of view; but to my mind, perfect form for real 

long-distance running, is the action that carries 
the contestant over the ground at the nearest 
point to it, with the least possible jar or body move

ment. The arms must be carried low and loosely, 
and the body and head bent sufficiently forward to 
compel the legs and arms to be natuiA:Ily forced 

forward to support the falling bodY:""The whole 
movement then becomes a succession of balances, 

the body, legs, and arms, falling forward in perfect 
unison, and sufficiently far to compel, so to speak, 
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a combined perpetual motion. This action will be 
quickly learnt by those who really make a study 
of the subject. It has been most apparent to those 

who have watched the undesirable six-day race) of 
old, and appreciated most of all by many of the 
runners themselves. Some of the contestants in these 

contests, have been known to run round the track 

for miles, I might almost"say for hours, in a state 
bordering on sleep, if not actual somnambulism. 

This, as can be easily imagined, would be an 

absolutely impossible task if the higher and usual 
action in running were adhered to. The foregoing 

remarks, summed up in a few words, will convey to 
my readers that the necessaries required for" Long
distance running" are: A sound constitution, 

witli .;!tpractical knowledge of the same, regular 
living, regular habits, early hours, and plenty of 
slow running, and long walking exercise. -Flannel 

clothing and socks should be worn when training 
for the longer distance races, and these should be 
rinsed out and well aired after each run; hand 

rubbing with spirit embrocation; the" 100 Up~" 
Exercise very slowly, and in strict moderation, 
on the days when no running or walking exercise is 
taken. Live in the open air as much as possible. 
Cultivate a low, gliding action, and, finally, rest two 
or three days before a contest. 



VIII.-CROSS-COUNTRY RUNNING 

CHARLES BENNETT. 

Southern Countries Cross-Country Champion, 1898, 1899, and 19OV; 
l'Iational Cross-Country Champion. ISg9 and J900 ; 4 Mil e 

Champion, ISg7, 1898. and 1899; 1 ~lilc Clampion. 1900 ; 
10 Mile Champion, 1899. 

CROSS-COUNTRY running, when judiciously par

tieipatcd in, provides one of the most pleasant, 
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health-giving, and inexpensive amusements of all 

athleti~ pastimes, and goe!:\ further towards cement
ing friendship between clubs, and healthy rivalry 

amongst contestants, than any other sport. 
Unfortunately, the majority of the executives, 

as well as the active members, of the present-day 
clubs, encourage too much racing at their runs. 

If this state 01 things is allowed to continue, 

I am fearful for the ultimate good accruing to this, 

the finest of all sport. 
J am decidedly of the opinion that the methods 

adopted by the old clubs for banding together 

and self-government were far and away better 
than those practised at the present time. Let us 
glance at some of the chief differences between the 

old methods and the new. Clubs used to hold a 
practice run once a week, generally on a Saturday. 
Real cross-country would be selected for the runs, 

all road work, except the last half mile, being 
avoided as far as possible. The runners would 

keep together the whole way, excepting the last 
balf mile, when those who chose to do so lined up, 
and raced home. Medals were sometimes given 

to those arriving first. The evening was generally 
given over to good fellowship and sociability. One 
or two club and one open handicap would be given 

during the fleason. The starting point for runs 
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would be frequently changed, so that new country 

was continually being run over. The members often 

drove to the rendezvous by four horse 'buses or 

coaches. Nowadays, the general practice is to 
run twice and sometimes three times a week over 

a course consisting mostly of road; even when a 

country is negotiated it is generally of the lightest 
order. 

Individual running and racing, at ordinary 
runs, is the order of the day. There are too many 

handicaps and challenge cups competed for during 

the season. The starting point for training spins 

and races is nearly always the same, consequently, 

new country and courses are seldom run over, 

whilst the social evenings after the ordinary runs 
are not so frequent as of old. 

I am afraid these changes are not beneficial, 

and will, if not checked, prove harmful to the 
sport. From a health point of view, slow, gentle 

runs are always best, and are conducive to good 
health, whilst fast spins are bad for some, and 

decidedly harmful to all when practised to excess. 

Again, racing destroys the pleasure and sociability 
of cross-country running, besides often creating 

jealousies; and yet, again, the extra exertion 

required for the fast run makes the individual a 
less pleasurable companion for the social, should 
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one be held after it. The chief advantages of the 
old methods over the new were that the members 

were more united, and stuck to their club more 
tenaciously than is the case to-day. The slow, 

steady runs practised together fifteen or tWf'nty 
years ago promoted health and a lasting physical 
improvement in the men themselves, whereas fast 
runs, as practised now, whilst sometimes making 

men faster for an individual encounter, seldom 

improve their physique, and sometimes destroy it 
altogether. 

Training for cross-country running.-A long, 
steady run over real country once a week, with 
companions, will be found ample for the ordinary 

athlete. Let the run be not less than five miles, 
whilst ten to twelve is by far the better distance, 

provided the individual is in good health, and has 
stopped growing. Raci.ng of all kinds should be 
strictly avoided, and fast work indulged in only 

at the end of each run. After finishing, get to the 

dressing-room as quickly as possible, strip and take 
a warm (not hot) bath, then get a good rub ~own, 

taking care to do a good portion of this latter work 
yourself. Dress slowly, and put on plenty of 

clothes or an overcoat to keep thoroughly warm. 
Avoid draughts, particulary until a good meal has 

been eaten; the latter should consist of a steak, 



chop, or cut from hot joint, with vegetables, 

bread, and a glass of good ale, cup of cocoa, or 

tea; do not, however, drink too freely of the first 

or last. The only other things needful for getting 

and keeping in perfect condition for cross-country 

running are plenty of walking, the" 100 Up" exer
cise, and the possession of a sound constitution. 

The following hint will be found invaluable 
'for all racing purposes: Pay strict attention when 

following the trail to follow it, selecting a place for 

each stride as it is taken. Run down hill for all you 

are worth, striding out to your fullest capacity. 

This will prove less exhausting than running down 
slowly, and will make a tremendous lot of differ

ence in time at the bottom. Run up hill slowly. 
Stitch.-Never stop when this distressing trouble 

overtakes you; slow up, even walk, but never 

stop. Immediately it becomes less painful in

crease pace, and keep running till it is quite gone. 
It is probable that the next time the trouble attacks 
you it will be less severe, and if the suggested 

remedy is persisted in, stitch wm soon be a thing 
of the past. 

On jumping fences, water, and gates.-Never 
funk water or fence, but go boldly for whatever is 
in front of you, remembering always the hares have 

gone before. Take care, however, not to spike 
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those in front by rashness. When taking a fixed 

stile or gate do not attempt vaulting or jumping, or 

any such methods if you can help it, but learn to 
run over the obstacle by placing the foremost foot 

on the bar of the gate about half-way up, then, 
with the other foot, step right over the top with

out touching the latter; this is quite easy to do. 

After a little practice, determination and fearless
ness being the two essentials required for its 

accomplishment, many yards will be gained at each 

fence so taken at a far less expenditure of exertion 

than by any other means. 

Fallow fields.-When running over fallow fields 

do not attempt to place the feet on the top of the 
mounds or in the hollows; rather let each foot fall 

about half-way up the sloping side; this will 

reduce these up and down fields practically to level 

going, and save both time and wind. The body, 

arm, and leg action should be natural, free, and 

easy; do not attempt to imitate somebody else, 

but try and improve Nature's gifts. The" 100 Up" 
exercise will do this better than anything else. 

On dothing.-Always have short spiked shoes 
with heels, and one spike in the latter, and made 

to strap round the ankle. Wear ordinary woollen 
socks, and thin flannel knicks to the knee, and a 

light jersey next the skin, with a sweater on top, 
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carry corks, and wear gloves in all training runs 

lighter things should be worn when racing. In 
conclusion, smoking and drinking to excess is 

altogether bad, but strict moderation in them, 

as with everything else, is the only necessary 

for perfect fitness. I will add, that should a man 
be over exhausted or in a state of collapse after a 

run, the best thing to take is a small quantity of 

best port wine negus, or brandy and port wine as 
hot as possible, and one or two Osborne or oatmeal 
biscuits. 



IX.-WALKING. 

Definition.-The essential part of the definition 
of fair walking is this: Both feet must never be 

off the ground at the same time. 
Explanation.-In running and walking alike, 

progression is by " strides" from foot to foot (con
trast hopping-progression on one foot). In 

walking, the st.rides are steps; in running, springs. 

In walking, the hinder foot, on which the body 
rests for the time, must not leave the ground until 

the front foot has touched the ground. It follows 

that for the greater part of each stride one foot 

only is on the gTound; and that for a moment. 
at the completion of each stride both feet are on 

the ground at the same t.ime. The longer this 

double contact last.s, the more obviously fair is the 
walking. It is the object of the art of speed walk

ing to satisfy this condition, and yet to reduce the 
double contact t.o the smallest possible instant of 
time. 

Heel and Toe.-Walking is often f'Tfoneously 
defined as "heel and toe." This is clearly mis

leading. Running may hI', and often is, " heel ann 
toe" ; while, on the other hand, walking might 
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not be " heel and toe." I have seen a compptitor 

in a distance walk limp several laps, never putting 
one heel to the ground at all. Would any judge 
venture to disqualify in such a case '{ N everthe

less" heel and toe" is thl3 normal habit of ·walking. 

I(is not necessary in slow walking-one can walk 

on one's toes; but" heel and toe" is necessary to 

fast walking. 
Fair Walking.-Another test. As said above, 

the longer both feet touch the ground at the con
clusion of each stride, the fairer is the walking. The 

same truth may be stated in another way. When 
the heel of the front foot comes down, how much 

of the toe part of the hinder foot remains on the 

ground? With excessively fair walkers--as in street 
walking-the ball of the foot and the toes remain 

firmly on the ground (Fig. 1). With fast walkers, 
the ball has justleft the ground, but the whole length 

of the toe remains lightly on the ground (Fig. 2). 

The perfection of artistic walking is, to have only 

the tip of the toe on the ground, and to remove it 
instantly when the heel comes down (Fig. 3). 

Counsels of Perfection.-·If the one absolute 

requisite of fair walking is that both feet must 
never be off the ground at the same time, then it 

follows that even" heel andtoe " is a mere counsel 
of perfection. But since abnormally fast walking 



involves" heel and toe" in erery case, let us turn 

from this point amI. consider matters in which 

the contestant has SOllle reasonable choice. These 

are (1) The twisting and swaying of the hips, and 

(2) the straightening of the knee. 

With regard to the first, little need be said. 

Great. variety is shown b} walkers in their adoption 

Example :

(I) 

Sl ./2 

~ 
(.2 ) 

d2 
~ 

(~) p 
of this device, and the extent to which they carry 

it. The object in each case is, of course, to lengthen 

the:stride. Each stride is the chord ot an arc; 

and by making the centre of that arc some point in 

the body above the hip3, the radius is lengthened, 

and consequently the arc and chord become 
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longrr. In street-walking the hip-bone j!,\ the 

c!'ntre of the arc. By swaying the hipf-l, in addi

tion to swinging th!'Ul round, the footprints are 

brought into a straight lim', whereas in ordinary 
walking they lie on eithf'r side of a straight 

line. Among the great walker!'l of the past, two 

of the greatest have shown an extraordinary con
trast in this respect. Perkins used the long stride, 

with the hip brought right round; Thatcher the 
short stride, with very little twist. Arthur Han

cock, fre(luently a champion, p-arried the swaying 

of the hips to an extraordinary extent. 
The majority of professional experts aim at 

the Perkins style. The other style, which has been 
called" walking from the knee"-it is really walk

ing from the hip-bone-was shown by Howes of 
old, and by a very promising novice, Day, in a 

2fi miles championship. 
The "straight knee."-We come next to the 

second "counsel of perfection." I have heard 

extreme critics assert that "walking fro~ the 

knee" is not fair walking at all. Few would bear 
out so narrow a view. A much greater and more 
authoritative body of critics assert that the 
" straight knee" tlhould enter into the definition 

of fair walking. Walkers, good, bad, and indif
ferent, have only thr!'e methods to thoose from :
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(1) The knee of the front leg is bent when the. 
heel reaches the ground, a,ld remains bent :111 

through the stride. 

(2) The knee onhe :front leg is bent when the 

heel reaches the ground, but is "locked" (i.e., 

forcibly straightened) in the course of the stride. 

(3) The knee of the front leg is straight when 

the heel reaches the ground, and remains straight 

till the end of the stride. 

Let me ilIul'trate these three styles pic

torially:

1 

(In every-case the knee must be bent to bring 

the leg forward, the shin swinging loose below the 

thigh.) 
F 
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A slight distinction may be drawn in the third 
case between the straight knee at the beginning 
of the ~tride, and the" locked" knee at the begin
mng. In the best professional types of this style, 
the knee is merely straight, not "locked," when 
the heel touches the ground. 

I maintain that, provided the " both feet" 
rule be complied with, anyone of the above three 
is fair walking. The Australian definition bars (1) 
and (2); but competent judges have gone even 
further! Many a walker has been allowed to 
jump provided only he shaped as in (3). Let me 
give a notable instance. 

A world-famout:! walker began as an extra
ordinarily fair amateur. Having won the cham
pionship, he turned "pro.," and continued to 
walk scrupulously. A one-hour championship 
was instituted, and the first contest came off. at 
Bow Grounds. One of the competitors, lifting 
manifestly, went away after the mile. Another, 
lifting equally manifestly, but showing it less 
owing to his shorter and quicker stride, caught 
him and led at four miles. The before-mentioned 
champion, walking beautifully, was distanced. 
And yet his times were 6.45; 14; 21.25; 29.1 ! 
The referee repeatedly cautioned the conteRtants. 

Finally, the crowd broke in and stopped the farce. 
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The second contest came off at ;LiJil~ ':nfiqg~.· ' 
I did not see it, but (read the accounts caref~liy i~ 
all t.he sporting papers, and it seems to me a good 
rule to adopt, if one takes the conAent of rival 
judges in the test. The man who made the pace 
so hot in the first race won by 13 seconds in eight 
miles. Our champion was second. According 
to the referee, both walked fairly. According to 
some newspaper reports the winner walked fairly 
until the last mile, when he trotted home. The 
performance may be judged from the following 
times :

4 miles.--B 28.57 (record). A close up. 

7 miles.-B 51.14 (record). A_close up. 

8 miles.-A 58.44 (still record) B 58.57. 

Experiences of this sort had their natural effect 
on B. Still shaping as in figure (3), he started to 
jump as well. The result was extraordinary. At 
the third meeting between A and B the latter went 
clean away. At the mile he was half a second 
beh·tnd the Perkins record; at 3 mileR 26 seconds 
ahead of the Perkins record! And so on. Bounding 
along at a wonderful speed, he did 5 miles in about 
:{5 minutes; then, slowing, beat the record for 

F 2 
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Ii !f.l'd7 ~nll(B, rind finished at his leisure. I believe 
)r retiree};' His first mile took 6.36 ! Thus was 
a good walker forced to jump, and a bogus record 
foisted on the books. The referee's paper on this 
occasion commented something as follows: "Let 
people say what they please, it was the best and 
fairest professional walking ever seen "-possibly 
true, if "professional walking" = straight-legged 
running. The rival papers commented most 
adversely. 

After this B went to America and gave exhibi
tions. In one he did 8 miles in 57.58. The 
referee certified that the performance was faultless, 
on the mere ground that the knee was straight at 
the beginning of each stride, and was well" locked" 
in the course of the stride. This performance is 
not accepted in America. 

Keep the body upright.-I come now to a third 
counsel of perfection. Keep the body upright or 
lean back. Do not lean forward in any case. This 
again, I insist, is a mere piece of advice.. If you 
lean forward you are more likely to break into an 
amble, or, as some would say, " get on your toes." 
The latter expression is due to a faulty analysis 
of style. Mixers of this type go heel and toe just 
as much as fair walkers do. Adding this cross
classification of stooping carriage and upright 
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carnage to our previOus triple classification of 

walking, we get six varieties :

(I) 

~\ t 
Z 

(2) 

;:1 
~ (n 

~ 
Trotting.-This term, when applied in - con

demnation to a walker's style, should mean lifting 

and nothing else. But there is the closest possible 

physiological connection between trotting and 
perfect walking of the third type. The above 

def'ign does not show it, because it represents an 

instantaneous position, never actually fully caught 
by the eye. Immediately after the completion of 
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the stride, the knee of the hinder leg is slaekened, 

and the position which strikes the eye, is this :

Compare this with the action of a neat trotting 
horse. If the horse had boots instead of hoofs, 
the result would be exactly the same :-

Hence the impropriety of judging walking, 
without attending to the feet. The more perfect 

the style, the more does it resemble perfect trotting; 

with this one difference, that the human foot com
plies with the rule of double contact, the horse's 
hoof does not. 

Judging.-In very artistic walking (as in 

Sturgess's best performances) the contestants rise 
right to the tip of the toe of the hinder shoe. I 
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believe myself that when the foot actually leaves 
the ground it still swings a trifle bad,. whereas in 
road-walking, where the foot-the greater half of 

it-still rests firmly on the ground when the heel 
of the front foot comes down, no such extra back
ward swing occurs. 

x0 residual swing. 

Resi{lual swing-. 
(Represented by ,\otte,\ foot). 

I have long been convinced of this-first from 
watching dozens of exaggerated professional 

walkers; latterly from careful study of Sturgess. 
The practical point to be insisted on is, that a 

good walker will sometimes look to be going sus
piciously if viewed from behind. His back foot 
seems to be higher than it ought to be. Change at 
once to a side view and this false impression is 

immediately corrected. In the recognition of this 
truth, if truth it be, is, I believe, the secret of 
correct judging. Get what hints you please from 



a front or back view, but never decide until 
these are corroborated by a side view. 

Permiss£ve walking.-If it be frankly recognised 

that professional" walking" is to be nothing better 

than straight-legged running, why, then, very 
interesting matches and records might be made on 

these terms. But if we adhere to the rule "no 

jumping," it ought to be a judge's sole business 
to see that there is no jumping. But the work of 
a walking referee is harder even that that of an 

umpire at the bowler's end in cricket. The latter 

has to decide five points almost simultaneously 
at each delivery. The former has often a score or 

more of excited athletes to watch at the same time 
-athletes often scattered all round the track. Now, 
nothing is more certain than the fact that even 

slight jumping will gain a substantial advantage 
even in 100 yards.· What, then, is the judge to do ~ 

Here comes in the consideration of style-bent 
knee, body-carriage, etc., etc.-with which, other

wise, the judge has nothing to do. Those con
testants who do not observe the "counsels of 
perfection" cannot complain if the judge gives an 
extra share of his attention to them. On the other 

hand, lifting so slight and so artistic that it deludes 
the judge or the public, deseryes to delude the 

record-keeper, too. 



X.-AMERICAN METHODS. 

THE aversion to all things American is not so

pronounced now as it wa.s a few years ago, and 

many English athletes are not above learning 
something from our cousins across the Atlantic. 
When athletics first took root in America the 
English standard of rules for the government of 

sports and our ideas of training were generally 
adopted. Since then, however, the practical 
nature of the Americans has led to improvements 

in both. While many of our athletes and ath

letic officials are inclined to show some anti·· 
pathy to American methods and regulations, the 

younger generat.ion are more up to date, and in 

time the parent. (England) will undoubtedly benefit 
through the example of the child (America). 

The many remarkable performances by Ameri

can athletes in England during recent years have 
induced the rank-and-file of British sportsmen to 

display some intereHt in their methods. Under 
thcse circumstances a brief referenee to the subject 
by one who has had five years' dose association 

with American athletics may be in order. 
Before going any further I Rhould like to ma.ke 

it clear that I am by no means of the opinion that 



the American system of training, in its entirety, 

would agree with EngliRhmen. Further, I feel 
confident that our cOllsins would benefit by taking 

a leaf out of Ollr book in some particulars. 
There is another point-namely, the different 

methods of training in vogue across the Atlantic 
are in some degree brought about through the 
climate. Of these, the almost total absence of 
walking from an athlete's preparation, and the 
substitution of non-alcoholic drinks for the ale 

which is the usual heverage of the Englishman in 

training, are the most striking examples. 
The long training walks, as we understand them, 

are out of the question in America during the 
greater portion of the year owing to the heat of the 
summer and the severe winters. Further, they 
are not so necessary, as Americans are usually 

built on more· slender lines than the average 
Englishman, and so have less flesh to get rid of. 
As to the question of non-alcoholic drink instead of 
beer, the writer has always been of the opinion that 
our cousins would do better if they adopted our 
beverage and dropped the iced drinks of which 
they are so fond. 

Many of America's best men have been collegians 

who never indulged in athletics until they went to 

~ollege. This has its advantages, as the men are 
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less inclined to chafe at the discipline demanded 
by the athletic director who is a despot. In 
England, where nearly every youth participates in 
athletics from his schooldays, the strict American 
system would be impossible with almost every 
individual imbued with the idea that he knows 

what is best for himself. 
When in training the American does the thing 

thoroughly, and devotes all his energy toward the 
end in view. We take the thing more easily and 
do not look on the winning of a certain race as a life 
and death matter. It is here that the athletes 

()f the two countries might well learn a little from 

each other-the American moderating his severe 
methods, while the Englishman eould, with advan
tage, display a little more thoroughness in inter

national contests and other important events. 
ON DETAIL. 

Where American athletes beat us is in the 

attention to detail, the benefit of which is best 
illustrated in the field events. In the ordinary 
track events, where it is a question of speed, 
stamina, and pluck, English athletes can quite hold 
their own against our cousins. In jumping, weight
throwing and hurdling, however, it is quite another 
matter. 'fhis is not because the American is 
better constituted to put the shot or throw thl' 
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hammer than the athletes of England, but be
cause he is advised and taught how to go about the 
game by an expert. I have no doubt in the world 
that if a practical instructor were installed at 
Oxford or Cambridge, and the men would accept his 

adt.jce, we should soon have jumpers and weight
throwers equal to the trans-Atlantic article. To 
expect men to acquire efficiency at field sports, in 
which science plays a big part, without proper 
instruction is as absurd as it would be to try and 
turn out an Oxford or Cambridge eight without 
the assistance of a coach. 

The athletes at American Universities 'and the 
big clubs usually do their trainin.g at the same 
hour each day and under the personal supervision 
of the athletic instructor and his assistants. The 
sprinters, hurdlers, long distance men, jumpers, 
weight-throwers, etc., are all put "through the 
mill" in turn, and their faults, etc., pointed out. 
The advantage of the men practising together will 
be manifest, and this is particularly so in the case 
of the runners and hurqIers, who can have races 
among themselves. The amount of work the 
American athlete does on the track would astonish .,. 
most Englishmen, but this is partly accounted 
for by the fact that he indulges in little or no 
walking. Tn addition, he puts in a certain 
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amount of light work in the gymnasium. The 
result of the latter is shown in the fine shoulders 
and arms one notices on most American athletes. 

Some English authorities maintain that there is 
no neceRsity to develop the chest and arms for 
running, and to a certain extent this is true. 

The American, however, takes up athletics with 
the idea of developing the entire body and 

benefiting the whole system. 
MASSAGE. 

Massage plays a very important part in the 
training of American athletes; and as understood 
across the Atlantic it is very beneficial. Muscles 

can be developed, and flesh reduced, by proper 
hand rubbing, and this fact is well-known to our 

COUSInS. 

The difference between a rub down by one of 

the attendants at an American college or athletic 
club, and the sort of thing one gets from an atten
dant at the average English athletic meeting, is 
most marked. 

Americans are also most particular about 
keeping warm when competing. The bath robe 
as worn by American athletes while waiting to take 
their turn in the jumps, etc., has "been much 
ridiculed by ignorant English critics, many of 
whom know nothing about the practical side of 



athletics. _\ Ily at.hlet.e well knows that the best 

performances are accomplished on very hot days. 

This is simply owing to the fact that warmth is 
necessary for the muscles to do good work. This 
being so, the warmer the athlete keeps himself the 

better he will perform-particularly so in the 
jumps and sprints. The Americans grasp this 
fact, and so weal' a bath robe, which covers the 

entire body. Most English athletes are satisfied 
with a sweater or flannel jacket, which leaves the 

lower limbs exposed. Our jumpers certainly do 
try to keep their legs warm by covering them with 
towels, coats, &c., while waiting to take their turn, 

but they would do much better by adopting the 
bath robe. 

DIET. 

So far as diet is concerned, the American eats 
much the same as an English athlete in training, 

except that he cannot get the nice green vege
tables procurable in England. It is in the matter 
of drinks where they differ, and, as already pointed 
out, they would probably benefit by the English 

system. 
Generally speaking, American athletes are 

more enthusiastic than Englishmen. Rivalry be

tween the various colleges and clubs is carried to a 
pitch unheard of in this country, and it is owing to 
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this fact that athletes across the "pond" are so
keen. This is as it should be, and shows the real 
amateur spirit in its best form. It is certainly 

more t.o a man's credit that he puts forth his best 
efforts to enable his club or college to score more 

points than its rivals, than it is for an athlete to
be keen only on acquiring some particular prize 
for himself. 

ON NERVES. 

As a rule, American athletes are not so uncon
cerned as Englishmen, and need a certain amount 
of "bucking up" when about to engage in an 

important event. So long as they appear to have 
the" whip hand" they do well, but if fortune goes. 
against them they do not show to the same advan

tage. The unconcerned manner of the English 

athletes who represented the London Athletic Club. 
against the New York Athletic Club in t,he inter

nat.ional contest of 1895 created no end of favour
able comment in America. The late W. B. Curtis 

in particular was full of praise" for the manner in 
which the Englishmen accepted such a wholesale 
defeat." " Mike" Murphy, who trained the 

Americans, was also enthusiastic re the cool and 
unconcerned manner of the Englishmen. 

A t the New York Athletic Club sports-one 
week aft~r the illtrrnat.ionalmeeting-in conversa
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tirm with the writl'r, the famous trainer paid a very 
high tribute to the EngliRhmen. He said, "I 
like the manner in which Bradley, Shaw, and otheril 
go to the mark, they don't want any . fU'lging 
with.''' Further, he expressed the belief that if 
he could train the English team for six months 
they would reverse the verdict. I have often 
thought about the latter remark, which means 
that, in the opinion of a world-renowned trainer, 
.our athletes would do better if they had the 
benefit of skilled advice. With this I entirely 
agree, and venture the opinion that the superi
Drityof American athletes in jumping, hurdling, 
and weight-throwing, is mainly due to the· fact 
that they pay proper attention to detail, and 
have the advice and assistance of experts to 
teach them the niceties of the games. 



XL-SWIMMING. 

c

lII0XTAGl"E A. HOLIlEIX. 

THE sport of swimming has of late years received 

so much attention from those who are desirous of 

encouraging training in physical exercises, that 
G 
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its value as a health-promoting art is now heing 
rapidly recognised. In a senile, it is one of the 

essentials of training proper; for its practice incul
cates ideas of cleanliness, the very first thing that 

an athlete desirous of training properly should 
trouble about. Seriously speaking, there can he 

no set rule of training. Practice is necessary for 
every sport, and practice in style and speed is 
essentially what a swimmer needs. Yet there 

must be no overdoing of it. As a rule, swimmers 
do not train; but there are brilliant examples of 
success through judicious training. Such a one is 
that of Mr. J. A. Jarvis, the Amateur Champion 
of England, whose career I have closely watched, 
and many of whose magnificent records I have 
seen made. When he first won a National Cham

pionship-and that was at the West India Docks in 
1897-he at once started systematic work-that is 
to say, he took regular and judicious swimming and 
walking exercise. Greatly in his favour was the 
fact that he never smoked, and was practically 
a total abstainer. Regular living and regular, not 
spasmodic, exercise is the secret of his success. 
With the break up of the season the tendency of 
swimmers is to leave off regular work. Therein is 
the mistake. It is folly to devote half the year 

to training and the other half to sedentary amuse
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ments or mere passing away of spare time. The 
beRt tonic I know is cross-country running, which 

can be indulged in pretty freely on the outskirts 
of London, and which is certainly most exhilarating 
and healthful. Track running is awfully mono

tonous work; but a spin over good open country in 
company with a friend or two is most delightfut 
There is no need to race; the enjoyment of the run 

and the healthy exercise in the open air are the 
things you need. Far too much of our vaunted 

physical ~exercises take place indoors, and indoor 
work is not fresh air work, the best tonic and 
health-giver of all. What a swimmer or, as a 
matter of fact, any athlete should aim at is, the 

retention of good health. Retain that, and ".'lith 
practice you will soon develop staying power and 
speed. N ever worry yourself about drugs; but 

take plain, wholesome food, and, above all things, 
avoid quack medicines advertised to cure you of 

every ill under the sun. They are just as good as 
the" speedy drops" of the old-fashioned trainer; 

In addition to cross-country running, I have 
found long-distance walking one of the finest 
things to keep one in condition, and for the enjoy

ment of walking one must understand how to walk 
in comfort. For the better enjoyment of it some 

attention must be given to the details of dress, foot 
G 2 
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gear, etc. A suit of flannels, jacket and cap, and 

a well-made pair of walking boots will be found the 

best outfit. Above all things, see that the boots 

are well fitting, and have them made to measure 

by a man who understands walking. They must 

not be racing boots or shoes, but wide, comfortable 

treading boots, with stout soles, square built toes, 

and uppers not too heavy. Once get a decent pair 

built, never forsake the lasts, but always get your 

boots built off them. Then you will understand 

and realise the real comforts and pleasures of 

walking. If possible to do so, select each day a 

different route, so that the familiarity of land

scape does not breed contempt with your training. 

There is a good deal in the idea that monotonous 

work stops a man in training. 

The other forms of training exercise which 

may be useful t() you, other writers in this volume 

have dealt with, and I shall, therefore, now content 

myself with pointing out what training a swimmer 

needs in the water. He must first of all remember 
this: if his ordin&ry vocation prevent him from 

work in the day he must not fill up both morning 

and evening relaxation from work with hard 

training. Either morning or evening will be 

sufficient, and, personally, I think the morning swim 

is the best, because the body has then had a good 
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rest, whereas in the evemng his training would 

mmally be done just after a hurried tea, following 

a long spell of business worry and anxiety. Any

how, he must avoid getting stale. He should 

always have a good rub down before a plunge, and 

never hang about the edge of a bath before going 

m. When training for any special distance, swims 

at a fair speed over twice the course to be covered, 

varied with a racing trial or two over the actual 

course, will be found very advantageous. 

Care should be taken about the cut of the 

costume, so that when racing it does not chafe or 

hamper the arm, while silk drawers will be found 

the lightest and best to wear underneath, although 

their initial cost is much greater than those 

ordinarily used. 

Other things which must be assiduously prac

tised are turning in bath racing and steering, 

while in open water there are many tips to be 

picked up. If you start in open water, look along 

the course first, and pick out some object as a 

guide to steer by. A prominent house, the angle 

of a cliff, the mast of a ship, or a moored boat, may 

aid you in keeping a straight course, while all the 

other competitors are go:ng out to sea, or else 

going ashore. But these things can only come by 

practice, though the idea is here and can be profited 
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by. Lastly, in open water, where there is a 

current, if you are a stranger to the place and its 

tides, quietly drop in a few corks before you start, 

and watch what course they travel. When you 
dive in follow them, and you will probably be 

returned victor. 



XII.--CYCLING. 

RACING on foot and awheel differs to this extent, 

that whereas the style and action of a sprinter and 
a stayer on the cinder path are as wide apart as the 
Poles, in cycling the same set of muscles is brought 

into play whether the distance be 500 yards or 
500 miles. Hence the rider knows that whatever 

the distance he may cover in practice it all tends 
to prepare his muscles for their work; As to 

getting fit for racing, the general rules of exercise, 
sleep and diet, given in another part of the book; 
should be read and followed. With regard to 

actual practice, it is far better to do slow work 
at the start. Walking will be found a splendid aid 
in making the muscles of the stomach and back 

thoroughly strong. As you find yourself getting 
into condition graqually lessen the distance until 

the training consist~ in the main of fast bursts 
Nowadays (unfortunately, some people think), 

cycle races are nearly always won in the last lap~ 
Great pace and clear judgment are the two things 
required by the successful rider. He must be able 

to hold his own in actual speed, and out-manceuvre 

the other competitors in securing a position for 



the rush home. Judgment is even more neceflsary 

in long distance paced races. It is flO easy, when 

the rider feels well, for him to call for faster pacing 

than he is really able to " stick" for any length of 

time, and the result is that the" bad time" comes 

sooner and oftener than it ought. Long steady 

grinds at an even pace in practice will cultivate a 

regular rate of progression which is bound to be of 

advantage in racing itself. 

If long distance riding (not racing) on the road 

is to be really enjoyed the cyclist must train. How 

often do we hear, about Easter, of riders setting 

out for what seems quite a short distance outing 

and coming back thoroughly" baked." With a 

proper preparation the average athletic rider 
should covel' his 150 miles in a day over fair roads 

and under favourable conditions. The thing is to 

learn to stay in .the saddle, and to take your spins 

without liquid refreshment. It is no great feat for 
a robust, healthy man to average 12 miles an hour 

while actually riding. This means, allowing time 

for a substantial but not heavy meal every four or 

five hours, 15 hours' riding to cover the 150 miles. 

The great things to be remembered are: Don't be 

tempted to ride too fast at first, dismount at really 

trying hills; and don't drink except after a meal, 

and then sparingly. 



W. G. GRACE (Champion of Champions). 
Winner of nemoly 100 prizes in the athletic worldo Second in 440 yards Championship, 

1869, and win"er from scrateh of the 440 ynrlls handicap at the London Athletic Club 
lleeting in April, 1869 (time, 52 1-5sec.), and ne'oer beaten at 200 yanls or 440 yards moer 
hurdleso 



XIII.-CRICKET. 

IN t.his wonderful game the word training in its 

strict sense need not be applied, as the term pre
paration sufficiently meets the case in regard to 

cricket.. 
I t is the easiest and at the same time the hardest 

of games wherein to keep fit. 
The time demanded of the player is, of course, 

the serious object, as it allows of so great a margin 
wherein one may become so rapidly unfit. 

At the beginning of the season very many find 

that they have indulged in no violent physical 
exercise during the winter, and it is to these, more 
especially, that a gentle reminder should be of 
value. 

Particular care must be taken, and a respectful 
consideration of limbs out of form should occupy 
the attention of everyone, for this is a time when 
sides are stra.ined, thighs, knee joints and tendons 
everywhere are apt to go wrong, and sometimes so 
seriously that the sufferer experiences a painful 
detriment from ever again moving decently on the 

field. 
And this irrevocable disaster comes from heed
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lessness to a little necessary precaution, which 

could easily have been taken at home in the bed

room before dressing. 

Suppleness of hip-joints is most essential, and 

whilst acquiring this, the knee, ankle, instep and toe 

joints receive their proper amount of strengthening, 

together with eyery muscle and sinew connected 

with them. 

The" 100 Up " each morning can alone supply 

the necessary exercise. 

Dumb-bells and all weight lifting exercises 

tend to increase the arm muscles to abnormal 

proportions, resulting very often in the ambit.ious 

wearer of t.hem becoming muscle bound and almost 

entirely useless for good and clever cricket. 

These exercises may be easily and readily 

dispensed with, because dexterity of joint, associa

ting itself as it does with sinew, will always surpass 

the slow movement consequently attendant on 

heavy muscle. The person who has to carry about 

heavy muscle must naturally tire sooner than 

one who has only sinew to enact his locomotion. 

If we search among classic batsmen for the 

seeret of their prowess, we do not go far before we 

alight upon Buch names as Prince Ranjitsinghji, 

c. H. Fry, Abel, the great W. n. Grape, alla hosts of 

others who earry no Rurplus mURde. Tn the case of 



the first named, what enables him to HO 8uccessfully 

juggle with the ball is t.he natural lithe80meness 

of limb, responding to that wonderful "Indian 

eye," which unfortunately is only seldom ap

proached by us who, even with our undeniable 

sporting eye and prowess, can hanlly show so much 

power of keen sight, so much strength in so small 

an arm, or such subt.leness in a corresponding wrist. 

It is the happy possession of these qualifications 

that tend unfailingly towards the making of the 
great batsmen or all-round men. 

'Were we to ask Tom Richardson if he, when 

bowling his fastest, ever exceeded in pace and life 

after the pitch those seasons when a :38 inch chest 
measurement did duty for him, we should find 

that those past days of sinew were his present 

cause of deep lament. 

However, as erne merges on towards the period 
so commonly termed the prime of life (which, by 

the way, can only be recognised by those who are 
not fit and well in the athletic period), those sinews 

tough, or muscles big, demand their pound of flesh, 

and to our sorrow we find that they are not at all 
particular as to how much more possible, and left 

alone, they acquire more than is good even for old 

time servers. The back and arms lose their free

dom naturally, on assuming a closer acquaintance, 
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whilst the stomach muscles, in gathering the com

pensation they deem necessary, become assertive, 
and the result is that a rotundity at once annoying 
and unwarrantable presumes to support a chest 
which was at one time, and in its zenith, pre
dominant; but now, alas! through lack of exercise. 
~eems to have slipped and lost itself in the fleshy 

folds beneath. 
Row many of us there are that have had to 

~uccumb to this running to flesh, it being in so 
many cases hereditary adipose tissue. But even 
this can be successfully resisted for many years 
with the most trifling attention to daily exercise. 

Cricket gives play to the whole physique" and 
parts are called upon to perform exceedingly 
strenuous duties, which are more lightly demanded 

in many other athletic exercises. 

This, of course. is attributable to the fact that 

the ball with the one exception, its antagonist, the 
bat, is played, or rather should be played, with the 
hand. The hand in delivering it exerts more or less 

the whole body; whilst in fielding it the body has 
to suit itself to whatever movement the hand has 
to make. 

Therefore, in the first place, the thing necessary 

is a clear eye, attended by a supple body, ability to 

stop at short notiee when sprinting, and further, the 
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wherewithal to travel at a pace anything like 
Rprinting. Nothing is so invigorating to watch as 
the man in the long field, who has at his command a 
long low stride, going for all he is worth, bringing 

his chest almost on to his knees in the act of 
fielding a hard carpet drive on its way to the 

boundary. The man successful in thi" may 
naturally be deemed fit in wind and limb, besides 
being well shod. This eannot be done outside a 
substantial, well-fitting boot, properly nailed or 
spiked. Boots and shoes are great factors in 
every outdoor game, and the former are as essential 
to cricket as the latter are to other branches of 

sport where pace and comfort in going is the thing 
absolute. Many a piece of bad fielding, inferior 
batting and bowling, is attributable to badly 
fitting, imperfectly nailed boots. Thin soles have 
SO often told the tale on hard grounds, when the 
wearer has been crippled by the nails or spikes 
making a greater impression on his hot and 

swollen feet than on the hard bake(l turf. 
With a pair of this kind of boots, one fast game a 
week will be Quite sufficient to cool the ardour of 

any aspirant to fame, who seeks it as a bowler or a 
busy smart out-fielder. 

Let us deal now with the question of becoming 

unfit. 
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Of the twenty-two engaged in the game there 
are always nine out of action, and among~these 
there are at times, in every match, some who have 
been to the wickets and others who are anxiously 
awaiting their opportunity of being there. The 
feelings of the latter are of quite a different nature 
to those of the former, inasmuch as the one is 

keen in his natural desire to go in and gain the 
upper hand of the ball, whereas the other, having 
had his opportunity, and succeeded, perhaps, is 

prompted by a s3cond desire, and this as natural 
as the first. This new desire-quenching a thirst
so big a contention on a hot day, after going hard 
in the field, invariably demands immediate atten
tion, and is a decidedly pleasurable operation 
while it lasts. Herein the expediency of modera
tion so often becomes an object of disregard to the 

extent that the consumption of a quart takes the 
place of a half-pint, and the stomach, revelling 

in this unusual acquisition, immediately imparts 
the bad effect to the eyes, which, in their turn, 
having existed so long in a keen dryness, at once 
partake of the bath, and remain in a blurred 

condition sufficiently long enough to irritate the 
nerves of the person striving to recover a clear 

VISIOn. 

Space will not admit of further and more 
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exhaustive reasoning, whereby it might add to the 

force of the assertion in all modesty laid <lown, 

by the advantage of being moderate in diet and 

drink as a means of remaining sound in health, and 

capable of endurance, when required, of the body 

and mind in its necessary daily pertinacity. 

For, after all things said and done, after all 

things imagined and attempted, the question to be 

decided by the human race is whether the man 

able to jump over or wriggle under the" gates of 

brass" will not find himself a trifie "forrarder" 

in the qualifications required of him, than he 
whose great muscular strength induced him to 

worry himself and carry them away, to be in hi'S 

turn so intoxicated in his great strength that he 

was forced to stay and exhibit the corresponding 

weakness. 
Therefore, the· best advice one can offer is, to 

keep the limbs decently exercised, by so doing to pre

serve a healthy stomach, which will in turn respect 
the other members that carry it about, and so 

assist in the much to be envied achievement, the 

possession of the opinion of your fellew creatures 

that you are a " good sportsman." 

G. A. JACKSON (JUMBO). 



XN.-FOOTBALL. 

FOOTBALL has undergone many marvellous altera
tions during the past fifteen years. In the middle 
eighties, except with the professional clubs and the 

few leading amateur organisations, the Saturday 
afternoon match was carried through in a very 

haphazard sort of way. Fixtures were cancelled 
almost as often as they were kept, and nobody 
could be certain whether he would get a game or 
not until he was actually on the field of play. 

To-day almost every club, not excluding the most 
insignificant, belong to a league, and the desire to 
win is paramount to everything else. With that 
end in view, very many players resort to training 
of some kind or another, and, although many 

excellent sportsmen regret the excessive zeal 
thrown into the pursuit of football, it must also be 
remembered that what is worth doing at all is worth 

doing well. Moreover, the player will enjoy his 
week-end match all the more if, instead of spending 
his time in sitting over the fire, he has done some

thing to prepare himself for the ideal. There are 
few things more trying to the stamina than two 

H 



forty-fives on a heavy ground; there is no more 
annoying sensation than to feel entirely baked 

while your opponents are still going for all they are 
worth. Every footballer will feel the better for 

preliminary training, and the busiest can find some 
time during the week to devote to a preparation. 

Naturally, the method and amount of training 
will differ with the subject. The professional, 
whose season begins on the 1st day of September, 
and who has probably rested from violent 
exercise since the last day of the previous April, 
will need to work pretty hard to get himself 
into thorough condition before the kick-off for the 
opening match. Once fit, however, his actual 
match playing will keep him in condition. Plenty 
of time spent in the open air, country rambles, 
with an occasional sprint on a cinder path, varied 
by Indian club· exercise or ball-punching, should 
suffice to keep a player up to concert pitch without 
the risk of getting stale. Amateurs, whose matches 
are less exacting, can afford to take things a trifle 
more easily. The work which a professional will 
need to undergo to get fit before September will 
be of a more arduous character. After three 
months' rest many men will have put on fat, 
particularly inside. To reduce the too solid flesh 
it will probably be found necessary to start at 
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least a month before the first match, with long 
distance runs-across country for choice, a 
cinder path and road running are very trying to the 
legs, particularly of those who have not been used 
to such exercises. When the weather is wet, 
or as a pleasant variant, the" 100 Up" should be 
substituted for the long distance run. Care should 
be taken that the run is neither too far not too 
frequent-say five miles on alternate days. Every 
day should see the player sprinting, and, if there 
are more than one, they would enjoy their work 
all the more if an occasional handicap were arranged 

amongst them. On the days not devoted to the 
long distance run a smart eight or ten miles' walk 

should be taken. Once it is apparent that a man is 
getting into sound condition the long distance 
run may be dropped, but the sprinting, short spells 

ofthe" 100 Up," and country walks (now at a some
what less rigorous pace) kept up. Of course, 
practice with the ball on the club ground will 

have started very early in the training. Some 
careful observers maintain that shooting is becom
ing a lost art amongst latter-day footballers. While 
one is not altogether disposed to agree with them 
(it would be difficult to point to three better shots 

than G. O. Smith, R. E. Foster, and S. Bloomer, all 
products of the last decade), there is, undoubtedly , 

II 2 
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unpardonable laxity in this respect. Every man, 

a forward especially, should incessantly practise 
shooting, standing, on the run, and at every con
ceivable angle. One may gain a great deal of good 
by suspending a football from a ceiling, starting 
it swinging, and kicking at it as it falls towards the 
centre again. Heading and breasting may be 

successfully practised by shortening the string 
to the required height. It is unnecessary to repeat 
here what has been said in another part oHhis book 

about baths, diet, and other methods of healthy 
living. They apply to the foot baIler as much as to 
the foot-racer, and should be as carefully read and 
followed by him. 

The foregoing remarks on getting fit before the 
start of the season are in the main applicable only 
to professionals. Most amateurs, with their livings 
to get during the day, will not have time to carry 
them out. Still, many will not experience diffi
culty in doing some of the things advised. They 
should all endeavour to get in some sprinting in 
August while the evenings are light. The "100 Up," 
as explained elsewhere, is, like many things we see 
advertised, within the reach of everybody. Sunday 
may profitably be employed by a long walk in the
country. Those who are fated to live in London 
could wish for nothing finer than the rambles to~be 
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found in the valley of the Thames or Epping Forest, 
Highgate Woods, Wimbledon Common, or the 
other magnificent open spaces within easy reach. 

But the mid-week exercise must not be neglected. 
It is, we all know, not inviting, after an arduous 
day at business, to turn out for a grinding run; but 
he who does so will have his reward in feeling 
nearly, if not quite, as fresh in the latter part of the 
second half as he did when the whistle sounded 

for the opening kick. 



XV.-ROWING, 
Gymnastics, Fencing, Wrestling, Boxing, 
Throwing the Hammer, Putting the Weight, 

Pole Vaulting, Hurdling. &c. 

THESE exercises can only be learned by a very 
careful attention to detail, and by watching those 

proficient. Even then it is almost impossible to 
accomplish any of them well without tuition. The 

better plan is to attend a class or get instruction 
from a professor or expert. Then practise, prac
tise, practise, and good results will necessarily 

follow. 
With regard to training for these sports, three 

words will suffice, taken in conjunction with that 

already written on the subject in this book. 
These are-moderation, massage, and instruction 

(the best); 



XVJ.-ON HEALTH. 

Exercise.-I believe the most prevalent ail
ments of old age are gout, rheumatism, and 
diabetes; all these diseases are caused more or 

less by neglect of regular muscular exercise. 
Now, the man who undergoes regular exercise 

keeps the skin action perfect, and by so doing 

perspires freely, and expels all unwholesome and 
detrimental excretions from the system; another 
point is that regular and discreet exercise tends to 

keep all the blood vessels in full working order and 
active, and so prevents any chance of withering 
away, or inability, through lack of exercise, to 
perform their allotted tasks. On the other hand, 

too violent or excessive exercise is quite as bad, 
or worse, than none at all, often causing irredeem
able injury, and particularly heart trouble. Violent 
exercise before breakfast should always be avoided. 

There are very few constitutions strong enough to 
inhale the raw atmosphere of the early morning, 

without food, with benefit to themselves, and I 
am of the opinion that many cases of influenza, 
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chest trouble, and con~mmption could be traced 
to the old-fashioned system of early mornmg 
training and excessive exercise. 

On feeding.-Feeding, in a measure, depends 
on the individual. Some being fat, and others 
thin, it stands to reason all do not require the same 

foods. For instance, the thin man wanting to 
fatten up would, with advantage, feed on chocolate 
and cocoa, eggs in abundance, milk, meats, soupi 
fish, asparagas, potatoes, peas and all vegetables, 
fruits, sugar, milk puddings and starch foods; 
whilst he would abstain from taking vinegar, 
acids, &c., and from doing any violent exercise, 
as well as taking too many baths and excessive 
massage. Not so the fat man, wanting to thin 
down. He will have to be satisfied with two meals 

a day, avoiding potatoes, sugar, soups, stimulants, 
effervescing drinks, and all highly-seasoned, rich 
foods; while he may eat Gluten bread, or biscuits, 
or toast, meat (sparingly), fish, seaka1e, spinach, 

Spanish onions, tomatoes, and all green vegetables 
and fruit (not sweet), three or four lemons per day 
being excellent, and drink fresh lemon juice and 
water, and a glass of hot water the last thing at 
night and the first thing in the morning. Plenty 
of daily exercise, bathing, and frequent massage. 
The ordinary individual requires three meals daily, 
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with a light repast thrown in. The best time for 
these are: breakfast at 8 o'clock, a substantial 

meal at 1 and 8 p.m., and a light tea at 5 o'clock. 
The nature and quantity of the food eaten must 
depend on the constitution of the individual; 

some few thrive on vegetables alone, whilst most 
(like myself) believe in a meat diet. All foods 
should be eaten at regular hours, and slowly, and 

masticated well; the mealtime should be made the 
merriest function of the day-a special point 
being made to cast aside, for the time being at 

least, all worries or business troubles. Liquids of 
all kinds should be avoided between meals. 

On breathing~-Learn to breathe through the 
nose, asleep or awake; this can always be done 

except when taking any special exercise, such as 
the following (which I strongly recommend to all 

as a particularly excellent-ten-minute-daily-before
breakfast exercise). 

Stand in the open air or at a window and fill the 

lungs to their fullest capacity by inhaling through 
the nose, slowly, then open the mouth and exhale 
also slowly. This operation should take anything 

from five to ten seconds in its performance, and 
will bc found to greatly improve the lung power and 

chest measurement, whilst it immediately pro
duces a splendidly warm glow all over the body; 
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deep breathing also freshens the oxygen in the 
blood, and so increases the power and vigour of 

the nerves, muscles, and body generally. A regu
lar practice of this breathing exercise must enhance 
perfect health and long life. 

In respect to breathing, when in competition of 
any kind, I have often heard trainers and others 
tell competitors to breathe through the nose, 
but my experience and observation has taught me 
that this is next door to an impossible feat, if one 
intends to get the best results out of oneself. My 
advice is not to attempt to breathe through the 
nose, but practise a regular breathing through the 

mouth during the continuance of. all violent exer
cise and competition. This I am confident will be 
found the most satisfactory method, and be far less 
exhausting than breathing through the nose. 
This particularly applies when swimming, where it 
would be quite impossible to breathe otherwise 

than through the mouth. 
On bathing.-Too frequent bathing is decidedly 

weakeuing, therefore it depends on the physique 
of the individual whether he should, or should not, 

indulge in the daily bath. The same argument 
applies to whether it is best to use hot or cold 

water, and also the quantity of hand-rubbing 
necessary. Soft water is always best, when pro
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curable, and a little sea-salt added to the bath will 
be found excellent, and might always be used with 
advantage. 

On clothing.-This is a most important factor 
to health, and, strange to say, it is one which is 

constantly =neglected. ! Existing as we do on a 
portion of the globe subjected to all imaginable 

changes of climate, one must at all times be fully 

prepared for its eccentricities, and be in a position 
to resist their ill effects to the same degree neces

sary, we will say, as it is for a batsman to resist the 

different changes of bowling. What, then, con

stitutes proper clothing? To start at the top, 
"headgear." Every sensible white man desirous 

of keeping free from the ill-effects of the sun will 

agree that a light, well-fitting hat, capable of 
shading the neck, is the thing required in a broiling 

summer sun; a sun bath is good for everyone's 

joint, so is water bathing, but we must respect 
both, for they can easily upset the general system, 

especially of one out of condition. In the colder 
weather it does not so much matter what kind of 

hat is worn, but the light, soft, warm sort are 
always the most comfortable, and far better than 

the heavy, hard one, except, perhaps, as a pro

tection from Hooligans. 
What to wear next the skin.-Keep comfortably 
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warm; to do this it is necessary to wear well
shrunken flannel. The texture depends altogether 
on the conditions of the atmosphere. Pants and 
jerseys made of Scotch wool are particularly 
good for the hot weather, being light and permit
ting of free ventilation, whilst they absorb an 
extraordinary quantity of moisture. 

On Boots.-Broad-toed, well-fitting shoes or 
boots should always be worn, with low heels and 
good broad substantial soles; the uppers must be 
light and pliable, and leather lined; two pairs of 
shoes should be kept going at the same time, one on 
the feet and the other on the trees, changing daily. 
The best fitting and most comfortable boots are 
always those made to order from one's own lasts; 
but not all of us can afford such luxuries, although 
I advise all who can to do so. 

Finally, moderation is the essential. Early 

hours, a cup of hot water immediately on getting 
out of bed, and a contented mind will be the 
greatest of all helps towards good health and 
perfect happiness. 



XVII.- SOME OTHER OPINIONS 
ON II HOW TO TRAIN." 

SPRINTING, 

SAMUEL FREDERICK BESTOW. Winner of 200 pnzes -at 
Sprints and H llrdles. 

COMMENCE training by running 10 yards and gradually 
increase the distance run; starting in every case by snap of 
pistol. Regular, plain diet, and early hours. 

MONTAGUE BILLIMORE. An excellent Sprinter,:and winner 
100 prizes . .Best performance In for 120 yards. 

RISE about seven o'clock, take a gentle walk, breakfast 
about eight o'clock, a short rest, then anotherwalk,'andgo 
to track. Strip, have a rub down, and have a :few 
sharp sprints of about 40 yards; dress, and walk home for 
dinner about one o'clock. The afternoon can be spent in 
wholesome amusement. Then tea, after a short rest, go to 
the track again, and run a few more sprints and the full 
journey once. I found striding 300 yards an excellent 
thing; it made me finish strong. Retire early and)ive 
well. but plainly. 
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G. G. WOOD (Sprinter). Quarter Mile Amateur Champion 
1886 and 1887; 100 and 400 Metr~ Champion of 
France, 1886; 220 yards Champion 01 Belgium 1887. 
Holder of 220 yards record, 21~ see8. 

Care must be taken not to compete untrained. Hard 
work and early hours made me fittest. 

R. W. W ADSLEY, Winner of the 440 yards Champion
ship 1891; Time 49t sec. 

r am a great advocate for doing plenty of running and 
walking, and for startin:s by snap of pistol when practis
ing on the track. With reference to diet it signifies little 
what is eaten provided it be only wholesome food of 
good quality and is partaken of judiciously. Smoking 
and drinking, unless indulged in with the utmost modera
tion, I consider decidedly bad. 

MIDDLE DISTANCES. 

SIDNEY HERBERT BAKER, L. A.C. Winner of l ~Wile Amateur 
Championship, 1881, ani 160 prizes. Best raee i-mile 
against L. E. Myers. Time 1.57. 

TRAINING is practically summed up in the one word "regu
larity." Be regular in all things, regular liberal plain diet, 
regular hours, and regular exercise. Harm is generally 
traceable, not to training, but to the abuse of it. It should 
always be remembered not to attempt any contest unless 
properly prepared and trained for it. Another point is, go 
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out of-training by degrees; a too sudden relapse from one 
mode of/life to another is decidedly harmfuL Best 
exercise for a man: running. Best exercise for a woman 
walkinz· 

, .

C. Y. R. BEDFORD, L.A.C. Winner of about 100 athletic 
prizes. Best performance L.A.O. t Mile Ohallenge 
Oup 1883. Time 50% sec. 

EVERY man is different, and should be treated accordingly,
Keep a man in good ordinary health and fair exercise and 
he will be fit for anything in reason. 

FREDERICK THOMAS ELBOROUGH, late L.A.C. Winner of 
! Mile Amateur Ohampionship 1875, 1876, and 1877, 

and the! Mile ditto 1876 and 1877. 
REGULAR living, early hours; never eat to rppletion, and 
smoke only very moderately. Best exercise,man: running 
and wrestling. Best exercise, woman: lawn tennis. 
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WILLll~[ GILBERT GRACE, 01 cricket lame. and winner of 
nearly 100 prius in lhe athletic world. Second in 440 
A.A.A. Championship 1869, and was never beaten in 
a i-mile hurdle race. 

Do plenty of steady work; be moderate, but take your 
usual food. 

ALBERT EDWARD RELY. Winner 01 Hall Mile Champion
ship of England 1897 and 1898. Best perlormance.~ 18118 
Championship .. time, 1 min, 56} sec; 

PLENTY of walking, good food at regular times, and 
moderate exercise. 

Jo~ HENRY UFRED REAY, L.A.C. and Blacl:heath 
Harriers. A.A.A. Hurdle Champion 1877, and winner 
of nearly 100 prizes from 100 yard-s to half a mite. 

REGULAR practice; good (though plain) food; regular 
meals; regular hours; regular habits. Avoid drinking 
between meals. and billiard-rooms and other kindred 
places (by night). where the atmosphere is close or vitiated. 
Do not run frequently against the watch; reserve your 
greatest efforts for public performances. 
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THE MILE. 

WILLIAM JEFFREY CUMMINGS. 1, 4, and 10 miles Pro
fessional Champion on many occasions, and Present 
Holder of the 1,000 yards, I! and 9 miles Records. 

I BELIEVE in a slow walk before breakfast. After the meal 
rest an hour, then walk two or three miles, and run on the 
track about a mile slowly. Afterwards walk another two 
miles and have dinner about one o'clock; rest an hour, and 
walk four miles; have tea at five o'clock and a two mile 
walk afterwards; and once or twice a week, or when feeling 
particularly well, go to the track and have a good spin 
through, but do not run right out; keep that for the race 
Eat good food and drink moderately. 

HUGH WELSH. Winner of 7 Championships, including 
the 1 Mile Amateur Championship twice, 1898 and 1899, 
and 60 other prizes. Best performance: Championship, 
1 mile, 1898, 4 min. 17t sec.--one-filth outside record. 

PLENTY of steady practice, but no racing. I think it 
unwise to run the full distance more than twice before the 
race for which you are training, and only once "all 
out.'.' I never thought it necessary to go in for dieting, 
hut would not recommend any rich food. No smoking 
allowed.- Best exercise for lllan: rowing and boxing 
Be~t exerei8e for woman: lawn tcnnis and golf. 
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LONG DISTANCES. 

OHARLES BENNETT.' Winner of 13 Ohampionahip8 and 2IJ.'5 
Athletic Prize8. 

RUN three times a week and walk 10 miles three times a 
week, eat plenty of good plain food and keep early hOUfS. 

SIDNEY THOMAS. Winner of the 10 Mile Amateur Oham· 
pionship 1889. 1892, 1893, and 1894; 80uthern OroM
country Champion 1889 and 1890; and holder 0/ many 
records between 4t and 15 mile.s. 

START getting into condition by the slow and sure proces" 
gradually increasing the severity of exercise as the body 
becomes wound up to stand the strain, but ease up a little 
as the date of the race approaches, allowing the system to 
l'ecuperate somewhat for the extra effort required fOf 
the l'ace. 

JOHN J. MULLEN. Late Champion 0/ Ireland, and 'winnEr 
of many championships and prizes. 

WALKING should be the principal exer0ise; but a run on 
the track every day should be taken. The distance run 
must depend on the race you are training for. Do not bother 
about altering your diet when training. Only eat good 
food, and take care of yourself, particularly after your 
'lpin(on the track. 
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JAMES KIBBLEWHITE, Winner of the 1 Mile Amateur 
Championship 1889, 1890, and 1891; the 4 Miles, 
1892; the 10 Mileco, 1890; the National Cross-country 
Champion, 1891, and Southern ditto, 1891 and 1892_ 

1 AM not a believer in dieting oneself when training_ Take 
care, however, to eat ~ood food, and give up Bmokin~ and 
drinking between meals. (I nC'i'er ~moke mys<:!If.) 
used to run three or four times a week, and the other 
evenings had a good count.ry walk across the fields in the 
summer time; and 1 found this q)lite enough work to keep 
me in good form, although as 1 grew older 1 had to do a 
little more severe work. Most of my training was done 
on the graRs. I t.hink 1 should have run faster had I had 
the chance to train on·cinders. 

SYDENHAM DIXON, late L.A.C. Winner of many prizes 
in the Athletic World, and holder of the It Mile Record 
from 1872 to 1879. 

Do plenty of walking, but make the daily work on the 
running path fairly easy. Avoid constant trials, as the 
result of too many often is. that you win your trial and 
lose your race. 

C.-CATTLIN. Winner of 200 Prizes. 
B~8T exerciHc for man: walking on the road. Bl'st 
excrciHc for woman: cycling in t.he country. The 
COllfB(J of training a lIlan undertakes should depend 
entirely on his tcmpcJ'R.nwnt. a VPI'Y lll'rVOUB man wanting 
much mor(J ('are than a st 1'01110( nprvcd man. N{,\-pr overdo 

I ~ 
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it, and diet according to your fancy, but put plenty of 
enthusiasm into it, and always get a fellow who has been 
1hl'ough it all to help you. 

ERNEST A. DAWSON, Oxford University. 
RUNNING every other day is enough. Frequent walks 
but not in long stridlis. Run both ways round the track, 

EDWARD WILLIAM PARRY, Winner of 21 Open and 11 
Club Ohampionships; 

REGULARITY in living; not dieting too strictly; a.nd; 
above all. make yaur training more a pleasure than a task; 
In other words, I would advise any young man aspiring to 
championship honours not to take up any branch of sport 
he doe~ not take a true delight in. 
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FRED. W. MONK. Winner of 250 pzize.s at various athletic 
game.s. 

LIVE weiI, but plainly; never drink between meals; take 
regular exercise, and do not overdo yourself .. 

JOH~ EDWI~ FOWLER·DIXO~. Holder of Alnateur Records 
from 37 to 50 mile.s; 50 mile record, 6 hrs. 18 mil!. 
20! sec., established April 11th, 1885. 

OoMMENCE your preparation betimes. I think very few 
men spread their training over a sufficiently long period. 
It is far easier if one finds oneself getting stale to " ease ,.' 
in one's work than to try and cram what should perhaps 
be the work of three months into the same number of 
weeks. 

H. A. :\1UXRO. 4 JIiles Amateur Ohampion 1895. 
BEST exercise varies with the particular man or woman.. 
Try to run in the best possible form.. Your exercise 
m~t;-consist in walking as well as running, and must be 
neith~r too little nor too much. Everything else, as diet; 
etc., is of vanishingly small importance. 
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CROSS-COUNTRY. 

WILLIAM WHITWORTH ALEXANDER. Handiwpper (Mid· 
lands). Winner 0/ 150 prizes/rom 440 yard8 up trJ 10 
miles, and a member 0/ the Birchfield Harrier Or088
country Championship Team lor 8 years. Began athl etie8 
1869 and won a cross-country race this year (1902). 

PLENTY of walking exercise; don't leave your running on 
the training ground; when once fit you can ke~p right 
with a spin once or twice a week. Best exercise for man: 
cross·country running. Best exercise for woman: walking. 

Special note on cross·country work. 

Cross.country running is the best of all our amateur 
sport. It is the most pure and the most enjoyable. 
Athletes compete for the love of the pastime, and for the 
honour of their club. There is no gain, except what we 
all should prize most, honour and good health. I believe 
cross-country running made all the best amateurs in 
England, past and present. From a long list I take the 
following: W. G. George, W. Snook, G. A. Dunning, H. 
Stenning, C. Mayson, J. E. Hickman, T. Lawrence, T. 
Thornton, E. W. Pavey, A. Mabbett, J. Kibblewhite, H, A, 
Heath, F. Bacon" G. Crossland, H, Watkins, T. Birch, 
S. Thomas, W. H. Morton, S. J. Robinson, C. Bennett, 
H. Dunkley, C. W. Davies, H. Rimmer, W. J. Stokes, 
A. H. Meachim, H. Harrison, W. H. Coad, J. E. Dixon, 
A. Shrubb, etc. These are only a few of many good 
men. All of them can show splendid performances on the 
flat and on the country; and most of them had long starts 
in open handicaps before they took up cross·country 
running. After their first season in this branch of sport we 
saw the improvement on the flat. This is the best proof 
I can give. They are facts, and facts speak for them
s~lve8. I have had a long experience in the management 
of athletes in club life in the Midland counties in days of 
prosperity and in the dark days of trouble. It is the 
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8plendid spirit in which the men battle for the honour of 
their club at times under the most trying circumstances 
which prove to me there is good work we all can do in 
the field of sport, if only by showing our interest and 
encouragement in the healthy pastimes of our fellow men. 

H. A. HUATH, Southern and National Cross·country 
Champion 1892 and 1893. 

RUN regularly every Saturday right through the season; 
Regular living and food. 

JOSEPH DAFFERN, Hon. Sec. Finchley Harriers. A winner 01 
9 National and Southern Counties Cross.country team 
medals. 

PLENTY of walking, 4! to 5 miles per hour. Run twice a 
week-over country, if possible-and at least 15 miles in 
the two runs; and walk 35 miles during the week. 

GEORGE AUGUSTUS DUNNING. National Cross.country 
Champion 1881 and 1883, and winner 0110 lJfiles Cham
pionship, and holder of records from 20! miles to 25 milesl 
Records established at Stamford Bridge, December 26th; 
1881. 

I TIllNK moderation in food, smoking, and drinking, and 
hurrying to and from busino;;~, a good thing; and all that 
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is necessary, provided you have a good rub down and 
change of clothes after the evening run. 

HENRY LEWIS GIBBS, of Southern Countie8 Cr088-country 
and Cycling fame, and winner of 120 athletic prize8, and 
Captain of Finchley Harriers. 

NEVER start running until a searching examination has 
been made by a medical man. Be content with starting 
at the bottom of the tree. Because other men do wonder
ful 'performances, never try to equal same until you are 
quite sure your training is perfect. Always run with a 
stout heart whatever your luck may be, for "class ~~ 
always tells in athletics. 

WILLIAM B. HOlMES. Winner 0/ 50 prize8, including 
county championships, and one of the winning team in 
1900 National C.C.C. 

A CAREFUL study of one's capabilities and constitution, 
early hours, regular and plain food, absolute total absti
nence from intoxicating liquors, and regular exercise. 

CHARLES H. L.uutETTE. Winner of 150 prize8 at dis
tances/rom a mile upwards in the early serenties. 

THINK athletics and regular exercise have improved 
my health in every way. Though very light, and far from 
I 
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strong evenc in my youthful days, I was best over heavy 
cross-country. I never trained strictly; just vigited the 
running track occasionally, ran with my club across 
country, and did a lot of walking. Cycling is now my 
hobby. (I ride for pleasure only.) Last year I covered 
over 9,000 miles, including 16 rides of over 100 miles in a 
day.· I do not think I should have been able to do this at 
my age (57 years) bad it not been for my early training. 

WALKING. 

WILLIAM JAMES STURGESS. Amateur Ohampion Walker 01 
England, and winner 0/7 01 the Amateul' Athletic Asso
ciation's Ohampionships, and holder 01 many records. 
Best performance, walking 8 miles 270 yards in the hour 
at Btamford Bridge, October 19th, 1895. 

TRAIN systematically to suit your own health and strength, 
without injury to your constitution. No one knows better 
than yourself what is best. Walking is an art of easy 
carriage of the body; calling upon it for an increased 
exertion of the frame and muscles when going at an 
increased speed. This can only be attained by harmony 
of the hips and shoulders, which are the centre pivots of 
action, aided by the arms. The legs when racing should 
be crossed at each stride, so as to get the full sweep ot the 
hips, as if walking en a straight line . 

. 

DIAGHAM SHOWING E~.CH STRIDE. 

Smoke sparingly; drink moderately; eat nu~riti(ous 

food; t/!:ke plenty of walking and chest-expansion exercise, 
and glovc rubbing. When fit, dis('ontinlle the hard 
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rubbing. For short distance racing you need to be light, 
with plenty of strength and da3b; for long journeYi:! a few 
poundd of extra flesh on the body will not be found amiss. 

GEORGE PHILIP BECKLEY. Amateur Champion, 1880, 
7 miles. 

I THINK that latter-day methods are an unprovement 
on those of my racing time, and that one of the most 
important principles of training-the adaptation of rules 
to suit the individual-is better under8tood now than 
then. 

CHARLES ~L\RTIS CALLOW, who, at the ag~ of fifty, walked 
from Westminster to Brighton Aquarium in 10 hours 
14 minlltes{hail and snow most of the way). Winner of 
a great 11 umber of prizes at both running and walkin]. 

TIRE yourself well in practice, but don't unnecessarily 
fatigue. Stop training directly you feel stale. and always 
make up for waste by good food and the best of the liquid 
which suits you. Best exercise for man and woman: 
walking and swimming. 

WALTER RYE. Winner of the A.A.A. 7 ,"vlile Walking 
Championship 1868. 

I WAS a weakly child, but regular exercise and training 
made me a strong man. I have never left off exercise. and 
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am still going on tricycling. Regular exercise and strict 
moderation are the only essentials requirerl. 

W-~ 
SWIMMING. 

DAVID AINSWORTH. Winner of 1 mile Swimming Champion· 
ship, 1873, also 3 gold medals for t mile Championships, 
1881, 1882, and 1883, and the Captaincy of Serpentine 
Swimming Club nearly 20 times, and their Christmas 
Handicap in 1872, 1876, 1881, and 1888. 

r KNOW very little about strict training, but r have cycled 
ever since 1873, and swam my first race in 1870. r still 
swim in bath races every week, and bathe in the Serpentine 
al[1the year round. My opinion is that regular living and 
practice is all that is required to ge~ and keep fit. 

~t1~ 
GEORGE WHITE. A one· armed Champion, and winner of 

151 prizes at running, swimming, walking, ana lowing. 
Best performance (run) l·Mile Handicap at the:Printers' 
Sports fmm scratch; time, 53i sec. 

WHEN in training r indulge in plenty of skipping. This, 
to-my mind, is one of the best forms of exercise to take. 
r always have meals at regular times, and limit myself to 
one pint of liquid per day, and abstain from smoking. 

. :;f~;Y--~ 
MATTHEW DRAKE. Long·di8tance Swimming Champion of 

England 18!J2, and winner of the United Killgdom's 
Police Ch:Jmpion8hip on {) occa8ioll8. 

PLE:>:TY of walking and dumb·belll'xl·rci>ll'; ub"tain from 
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smoking; have your meals regularly; be moderate in all 
things; and practise at the baths two or three times a 
week. 

MONTAGUE A. HOLBEIN, of cycling and swimming fame, 
In 1897, whilst record riding, Holbein fell and broke his 
thigh, and again broke it three months later. This left a 
stiff knee, and he was ordered by his doctor to take up 
swimming to loosen the joint. This was the start of his 
wonderf1d career as a swimmer It will be rememgered 
he just failed to accomplish the Channel swim last year 
(1901). chiefly on account of the state of the wind and tide. 

I THINK the majority of athletes when training do too much 
fast work. )Iy idea is, when training for ordinary dis
tances (either for walking, swimming. running, or cycling), 
the best plan at the start is to do plenty of walking and 
steady, slow practice. Then, as the muscles and physique 
naturally adapt themselves to their altered surroundings, 
lessen the distance practised, and occasionally go a little 
faster, As the day of the competition nears, ease up in 
your work, a few short sprints being all that is required. 
Briefly, a long, steady preparation is always the best; but 
never distress or over-exert yourself when training. When 
training for long distances the above regime must be 
altered. For instance, the following is a table giving my 
training for my last year's Channel swim;

Walked on 
road. 

Swam in 
d'ier. 

Cycled on 
road. 

Monday 30 miles 
Tuesday 3 hours 60 miles 
Wednesday 30 miles 
Thursday 4 hours 60 miles 
Friday 30 miles 
Saturday 6 hours 60 miles 
Sunday Rest 
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The above table applies when training strictly, and 
when the water is warm enough, in May; previous to 
this time-say from February to May-I swam for an 
hour in the bath three times a week, and walked every day 
from 8 to 10 miles. 

MONTAGUE SCOTT TU.RNE.R. Good at rowing and swim· 
mingo 

LIVE well and plainly, coupled with walking exercise, and 
early to bed. Plenty of practice at the distance to be 
competed for. 

CYCLING. 

HARRY ANDREWS, the well· known Professional Trainer. 
I DO not consider an athlete or cyclist can be at his best 
unless he is well trained, besides there is a great risk run 
in attempting to race without preparation. My advice is 
plenty of steady work with occasional sprinting, good and 
plain food, hand rubbing, massage; above all, modera
tion . 

.J. Cp TACAGNI-" TAC."· Winner of nearly 100 amateur 
c?/clp, races. 

TH~; longer one takes in getting fit the better. Training 
Hhould he understood a8 an aid to health as well as to 



success in competition. A hurried preparation will Home. 
times prove (li~aRtrouH, whereas a steady one iR not ()Illy 
more enjoyabl!', but much more effective and laRting. 

GEORGE A. OLLEY, Cyclist... Winner of CarwarrZ,ine CUri. 
1900 and Hl02. and many cycling champion8hip ... 

BE regular in your habits, and do not over·exert yourself in 
training; wait for the race to do all this. A long. steady 
preparation is, in my opinion, the best one, and is flJ.r more 
lasting than a hurried one. 

4~-RO~_ 
F. W. SHORLAND. Winner of the Cuca 24·hour Challenge 

C1tp three times in 8uccession, thus making it his_oU'n 

property. 
I PRACTICALLY did no training for either long or short 
distance races. When I was riding I was always fit and 
well, and I imagine that is the acme of good training. It 
is very probable that had I trained strictly I should not 
have done as well as I did. Nevertheless, some constitu· 
tions require more work than others; but it is impossible 
to give a code of rules. Strict moderation in all things will 
perhaps meet the case hetter than anything else. 
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HERBERT AUGUSTUS SPEECHLY, Cyclist. Winner of the 
1 Mile Cycle Championship 18R4. 

DO not believe in dieting oneself when training. Take 
care to live a temperate, moderate life. Give up the 
fragrant weed, and keep in the open air all you can. Do 
plenty of cycling on the path and road, bnt take care not to 
do too much. Should you find yourself deteriorating, have 
a rest for a few days. 

GEORGE LACY HILLIER. Of cycling fame, and winner 01 
several Championships in 1881. 

GIVEN a sound man physicaJly fit, if he is taught a good 
even style, he will score, "With judgment. Success in 
cycle racing depends on three things: style, judgment, 
and pace. Style is taught, judgment learnt, and together 
they produce pace. 

FOOTBALL. 

ERNEST NEEDHAM, Intemational, and CalJtain of Sheffield 
United Football Club; winner of this year's English 
Association Cup. 

THE best training for a footballer is walking and sprinting, 
weather permitting; when it is wet, skipping and club 
exercise. 
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G. O. SMITH. Corinthians, and International Footbalter. 
I HAVE never actually trained; an Drdinary life, with exer
cise like fives Dr racquets e,·ery day, is, to' my mind, quite 
suffieient.. 

G. O. SMITH. 

HARRY WOOD. International, and~Captainof SoutMmpton 
Football Club, the runners-up in this year' 8 English Cup. 

I DO nDt think YDU can lay dDwn any special lines Dn 
training fDr fDDtball, because Df the difference in men. 
Each individual knDws best the kind Df wDrk suitable fDr 
himself; but, fDr my Dwn part, I like to. start training a 
mDnth Dr six weeks befDre the seaSDn Dpens by taking IDng 
walks, ball practice, and distance running. Then, when 
Dnce in cDnditiDn I keep fit by the matches I play in, and 
regular ball-punching Dr ~lub-swinging, and DccasiDnal 
sprints. Ball-punching and club-swinging will keep the 
weight dDwn and the wind gDDd, withDut straining Dr 
knDcking the legs abDut. The abDve exercises and regular 
habits, I think, will suit mDs(men.. 

HARRY WOOD. 

ROWING AND SCULLING. 

GEORGE TOWNS. Present time Champion Professional 
Seuller of the World, and England's Champion 1899 
and 1900. 

ONE cannDt set any hard-and-fast rule for training, as what 
will suit Dne persDn will quite upset anDther both in the 
way Df fDDd and exercise. When starting training, be sure 
and have everything suitable and cDmfDrtable, and do. not 
attempt to teach yourself hDW to row, but have a few 
lessons from someDne who is reliable; fDr if a beginner 
develops any bad faults (and he is almost sure to do so if 
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there is no one to advise) it will take a long time and much 
trouble to remedy them, and in some cases he will never 
really lose the bad faults learnt. 

RUDOLF CHAMBERS LEHMANN, of rowing and 8culling 
fame. 

MUST vary with different individuals. Young and inex
perienced men must obey in the main fixed rules. Older 
men train themselves. Common sense. moderation and 
regularity are the eS3entials. 

WILLIA:!Ii GILES EAST, Champion Sculler of England 1891, 
and Bargemaster to the King. 

I BELIEVE in rising at about six in the morning, and 
taking a few sprints and a short walk, returning to break
fast at 7.30. There are many, however, who cannot stand 
this early morning work; to these I would say, don't 
'attempt it. Start sculling at 11 o'clock; have dinner at 
1 o'clock; rest an hour; then walk 4 or 6 miles; return, 

,and scull again. At 6.30 have your last meal, and let it be 
the best meal of the day. W'alk a few miles afterwards, 
and retire to hed at 10 o'clock. Get all the fresh air 
po~yible, drink moderately, and never over-pat. The 
ordinary amateur tr'tins very differently to the 
profcs~ional. He has not the time at his disposal, in the 
firKt place; eonsequently, his sculling i~ generally inferior. 
Yet I am (~ndident thern have iJeen many amateurs who 
would havo ~iven (lUI' bc.,t profc8~ionals grl'at rares

l( 
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1\[1'. B. H. Howell to wit. I never kncw Ii more determined 
or plllckiol' seullrl' than hc is in my life. 

HENRY T. BLACKSTAFFE, Sculler. Winner of the Amateur 
Championship of England and of the N etherland8. 

THERE is nothing better for sculling than taking long, 
steady pulls of about three to four miles out, and the same 
journey home' at,say, three-quarters racing pace; and, 
when time permits, plenty of gentle walking exercise should 
be indulged in, this being excellent for the legs, as scull
ing and rowing depend chiefly on the leg work. Every 
man should not train alike, for what suits one will very 
soon upset another, both in practice and diet. Dumb
bells, Indian clubs, and gymnastic exercise should be left 
entirely alone during the sculling season, for all the work 
which is necessary can be got out of pulling in the boat 
and walking.. 

It is astonishing what a good professional can do fQr 
one in training, and I confidently recommend all who 
desire to scull or row to go to one at the start for in
structions. 

In my preliminary tuition I was taught to " hold the 
slide-that is, not to let the sliding-seat rush away back 
with the body but grind the seat tightly with the muscles 
when reaching out forward to get hold of the stroke. 

All the leading professionals ignore this style entirely, 
for they" shoot" the slide-that is, they let the'sliding-seat 
go (directly they get hold of the water) for five or six inches; 
then the rest of the slide travels very slowly till the finish 
of the stroke. This style gives anyone the impression of 
being the correct one, for all the world knows that the 
• pro." is ever so much faster than the" amateur.". 
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I for one worked hard to acquire this method, and did 
not accomplish it till 1897. whcn I was sculling at my bmt; 
for, sculling agaill'lt Dr. 'V. S. McDowell, of the Delaware 
Boat Club, Chicago, in the semi-final of the Diamond 
Sculls, I won by a length and a half in the then record time 
of 8 min. 34 sec., which was two seconds faster than Guy 
Nickall's previous best. 

. I heard W. G. East (ex-champion of England) once 
say, that directly he taught the Hon. Rupert Guinness to 
" shoot '.'. his slide, he began to get" pace," and then went 
and won both the Diamond Sculls and Wingfield 
Sculls, two years in succession. 

F. W. WARRE. 

DON'T smoke; go to bed and get up early; take a short 
walk and a 100 yards sprint before breakfast, and plenty 
of exercise in boat. 

], N. WA.JV\A

'V. B. WOODGATE, worlel-famous amateur onrsman and 
sculler 

lJIE'r selected. Kcep the subject up to his work. 

I{ 1 
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CHARLES BENNET LAWES. Baronet. Winner of the 1 Mile 
Amateur RUlIll'ing Ohampion8hip1866, al.~o au: Sculfing 
Ohampionship. alld holder 0/ many cycling records; 
won Eton School race at 14; won Diamond Swlls at 
19; and holder 0/ cycle records from 6 to 25 miles at 56 
years of age. 

'VIIATEVER you are training for practi8e at, cia it well,-and 
often, and no other exerci~e. Be moderate in all things. 
Best exercise for man: rowing. Best exercise for woman: 
cycling. 

HURDLING AND JUMPING•. 

W. J. OAKLEY. Excellent at hurdles, the long jump. and,an 
Associat1:on Football International. Best performan~E8 .' 
Hurdles, 16 sec. ,. long jump. 22 ft. ll} in. 

A REGULAR lifp and plenty of walking exprcise. 

~, 
PATRICK J. LEAHY (Irel~nd). Winner of 20 chaml,ion. 

ship8' Best performances.' long jwnp, 24 ft. 4 in.• 
high jump, 6 It. 41 in. 

WHEN a man commenccs training he should not overdo 
himself. This has proved fatal to many performances. 
One cannot expect to become a champion at once, and 
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therefore it must be a steady, gradual process. I have 
known a man who was three years getting fit for I), cham
pionship; and, owing to the grea t care taken, not only won 
at last, but created a record. Hard training is very 
distressing and wearing; so if a man in his natural state 
is good, the lightest of training. I consider, is best. 

~d/kd(;~ 
GODFREY SHAW. A.A.A. Hurdle Ohampion 1893, 1894, 

1895, and 1896. 
PRACTISE starts over three hurdles. Learn to run 220 
yards at top speed. Try to avoid knocking the hurdles in 
practice. Keep early hours, and be temperate in all 
things. 

TOlll RAY, For many years Amatew' Ohampion Pole
Jumper of En[(land, and winner of a grea,t number of 
prizes. Best performance: 11 ft. 8~ in. at Barrow-in
Furness. 

WHE~{ training for athletics I have always felt at my be~t, 
and I think my training for them has made Ill" a keener and 
better man in business than I otherwise would have been. 
Modera'tion, .constant practice, and get someone who 
knows how, to show you how to jump with the pole before 
trying yourself. 
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. DANIEL D. BULGER, A.A.A, H1trdle Ch(unpion 18!:11-and 
1892, and Long Jump Champion 1889, 1891. and 1892; 

I WAS such a law-breaker in respect to my own training 
that I do not feel competent to offer any suggestion. 
Perhaps the most beneficial is the walk before breakfast, 
at least half an hour in the fresh air, and regularity in all 
things. 
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